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2854074 MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS. By Roderick Graham. Mary Queen of Scots lived during one of the most fascinating periods in history. This work paints a unique picture of this controversial woman, showing her to be neither a Catholic martyr nor murdering adulteress, but rather a young woman out of depth caught up in the sea of ruthless 16th century politics. 476 pages. Konecky & Konecky.

5994874 DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE: Curious Adventures and Cautionary Tales of a Former Playboy Bunny. By Holly Madison. A shocking, candid and moving memoir, this is an introspective account of life inside the Playboy Mansion: the drugs, sex, abuse, infamous parties, and Holly’s behind the scenes life with Bridget, Kendra, and Mr. Playboy himself. 354 pages. Dey Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$5.95

6909450 I LOVED HER IN THE MOVIES: Memories of Hollywood’s Legendary Actresses. By Robert J. Wagner with S. Eymen. An insightful look at the erotic and romantic attraction that created the legendary actresses’ magic, and a privileged glimpse into the lives of Hollywood’s most timeless stars, as observed by an accomplished actor, during the course of his sixty-year career. 244 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

$9.95

5798590 FRANK & AVA: In Love and War. By John Brady. The passionate yet volatile love story of Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner has never been fully explored or explained—until now. Brady delves deeply into the lives of these two iconic stars and their turbulent life-long relationship, weaving a true romance story unfolding under battlefield conditions. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

$4.95


$4.95

3693325 HARRY: Life, Loss, and Love. By Katie Nicholl. On the eve of his wedding comes the most intimate, informative and compelling portrait of one of the most popular members of the royal family, and reveals the inside story of the most intriguing royal romance in a decade. Features interviews with friends, those who have worked with the prince, and former Palace aides. 16 pages of color photos. 259 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00

$5.95
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**Notable Americans**


**2903458** BITEBACK. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95


**3720063** TROTTSKY’S FAVOURITE SPY: The Life of George Alexander Hill. By Peter Day. In this gripping biography, Day shines a light on Trotsky’s life in the shadowy world of 20th century espionage—the age of swashbuckling secret agents, swordfights and clandestine assignations—and it is vividly brought to life through the story of George Hill, one of Trotsky’s most remarkable spies. 291 pages. Biteback. Pub. at $29.95. **$6.95**

**667741X** THE ANGEL: The Egyptian Spy Who Saved Israel. By Uri Bar-Joseph. A remarkable story of Israel’s greatest spy ever, Ashraf Marwan, and an intelligence disaster that almost doomed the state. Deeply reported and powerfully told, it is the suspenseful tale of the dangerous life of a spy who didn’t know the price of history in the Middle East. 372 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $29.99. **$7.95**


**9294131** THE MAN WITH THE POISON GUN: A Cold War Spy Story. By Serhii Plokhy. Just hours before the border closed, KGB assassin Bogdan Slashinskyi, crossed into West Berlin and spilled his secrets to authorities. His trial revealed gripping accounts of exploding parcels, fake identities, forbidden love and a daring midnight escape, documenting the world of Cold War espionage. 365 pages. Oneworld. **$7.95**

**293910X** THE ROAD NOT TAKEN: Edward Lansdale and the American Tragedy in Vietnam. By Max Boot. Writing with “novelistic verve”, Boot brings a tragic complexity to CIA operative Edward Lansdale and a nuanced analysis to his visionary foreign policy, boldly suggesting Vietnam could have been different had we only listened to him. A judicious and absorbing account of lasting historical consequences. 642 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**


**2944226** THE SHADOW PRESIDENT: The Truth About Mike Pence. By M. D’Antonio & P. Eisner. In this landmark biography, the authors follow the path Pence followed, from Catholic Democrat to conservative evangelical and back to Republican. This riveting account reveals how Pence became the most powerful Christian Right politician America has ever seen. 308 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $26.99. **$6.95**

**2973294** JOHN ADAMS. By David McCullough. Unfolds the adventures of the most controversial and fascinating event. The author follows Snowden’s trail across the globe, unearthing revelations that shake our national security. The popular image of Snowden as hacker turned avenging angel, while revealing how our national security systems have become vulnerable. 386 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. **SOLD OUT**

**2855548** THE MAN WHO WAS GEORGE SMILEY: The Life of John Bingham. By Michael Jago. Investigator, interrogator, agent runner, the perfect inspiration for the perfect spy. Traces the life of the remarkable John Bingham, the man behind John le Carre’s George Smiley. He joined MI5 in 1940, taking part in many of MI5’s wartime missions. He became mentor to many a novice spy, including le Carre. Photos. some color. 364 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**


**6936431** THE HORNET’S STING: The Amazing True Story of World War II Spy Thomas Sceum. By Mark Ryan. The exploits of Danish-born spy Tommy Sceum made him a legend in espionage circles, including assassination by crossbow, refluxing batters in planes, and mother and daughter seduction. Now, finally, the full story of his extraordinary career is brought to light. Photos. 360 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. **SOLD OUT**


**46897940** THE GHOST: The Secret Life of CIA Spymaster James Jesus Angleton. By Jefferson Morley. CIA spymaster Angleton was one of the most powerful unelected officials in the U.S. government at the end of the twentieth century. From World War II to the Cold War, Angleton operated beyond the view of even the President. He proved to be an adversary to our nation’s enemies and acquired a mythic status within the CIA. SHOPWORN. Photos. 350 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95. **$9.95**

**2952378** DOING TIME LIKE A SPY: How the CIA Taught Me to Survive and Thrive in Prison. By John Kiriakou. Presents former CIA officer Kiriakou’s memoir of his twenty-three months in prison. Using twenty life skills he learned in CIA, Kiriakou’s memoir of his twenty-three months in prison. Using twenty life skills he learned in CIA, Kiriakou was able to keep himself safe and at the top of the prison social heap. This is a searing journal of daily prison life and an alternately funny and heartbreaking commentary on the federal prison system. 291 pages. Rare Bird Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. **$12.95**

**2864422** THE SHADOW PRESIDENT: The Truth About Mike Pence. By M. D’Antonio & P. Eisner. In this landmark biography, the authors follow the path Pence followed, from Catholic Democrat to conservative evangelical and back to Republican. This riveting account reveals how Pence became the most powerful Christian Right politician America has ever seen. 308 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $26.99. **$6.95**

**2973294** JOHN ADAMS. By David McCullough. Unfolds the adventures of the most controversial and fascinating event. The author follows Snowden’s trail across the globe, unearthing revelations that shake our national security. The popular image of Snowden as hacker turned avenging angel, while revealing how our national security systems have become vulnerable. 386 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. **SOLD OUT**

**2935465** ELEANOR AND HICK: The Love Affair That Shaped a First Lady. By Susan Quinn. In 1933, Eleanor Roosevelt embarked on the duty-bound role of First Lady with dread. A lifetime came to her in the form of Fisty AP reporter David McCullough. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00. **$5.95**

**298240X** REBEL PRINCE: Power, Passion and Defiance of Prince Charles. By Tom Bower. Few heirs to the throne have suffered as much humiliation as Prince Charles. Despite his hard work, genuine concern for the disadvantaged and robust campaigns to improve the world, Bower shows how he has struggled to overcome unpopularity in this provocative biography. 16 pages of photos. 308 pages. HarperCollins. **$7.95**
 Politicians, Statesmen & Revolutionaries

2830383 THE LAST OF THE TSARS: Nicholas II and the Russian Revolution. By Robert Service. In March 1917, Nicholas II, the last Tsar of All Russia, abdicated the throne and the dynasty that had ruled an empire for three hundred years and was forced from power by revolution and counter revolution. He spent the weeks before his momentous abdication to his death, with his family, in Ekaterinburg in July 1918. Photos. 382 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95


2790479 QUEEN VICTORIA: Twenty-Four Days That Changed Her Life. By Lucy Worsley. Drawing from the vast collection of Victoria’s correspondence and the rich documentation of her life, Worsley re-creates twenty-four of the most important days in Victoria’s life. Each day gives a glimpse into the identity of this powerful, difficult queen and the contradictions that she embodied. 16 pages, many in color. 421 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $32.50. $7.95


2837310 RONALD REAGAN TREASURIES. By R. Roberts & D. Welky. Chronicles the life story of one of America’s most memorable figures. Reagan’s life and work—from his Midwestern beginnings to his movie career, from a California governor to the White House—is documented through in-depth commentary, historic photos, and remonable memorabilia. Fully illus., most in color. 172 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x12. Pub. at $34.95. $9.95

★ 3084884 EMPEROR: A New Life of Charles M. Kimball/Parker. Follows Charles’s extraordinary rise from his early years as the young heir to a modest part of the Low Countries, to the period during which he reigned victorious as Holy Roman Emperor, to his last campaigns and retirement. Parker uncovers the true background behind the myths that created and preserved the world’s first and most enduring transatlantic empire. 32 pages of color illus. 737 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00. $27.95

★ 299453X THE UNEXPECTED PRESIDENT: The Life and Times of Chester A. Arthur. By Scott S. Grebenker. This biography is the dramatic untold story of a virtually forgotten American president. Chester A. Arthur, a machine politician and man in town Gilded Age New York, who stumbled into the highest office in the land only to rediscover his better self when his nation needed him. 16 pages of photos. 304 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

★ 285242X THE UNEXPECTED PRESIDENT: The Life and Times of Chester A. Arthur. By Scott S. Grebenker. Nobody expected Chester A. Arthur to be a New York political hack, to be president. And after President James A. Garfield was shot nobody expected Chester A. Arthur to become a strong effective president, a courageous anti-corruption reformer, and an early civil rights advocate. This beautifully written biography tells the dramatic, untold story of a virtually forgotten president. Photos. 304 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00. $8.95

2989209 ARABELLA STUART: The Uncrowned Queen. By Jill Armitage. To revitalize Arabella’s tell tale political ambitions, her life and her legacy. Through her story we discover a well-born, well-educated woman desperate to control her own fate, but who is ultimately powerless against the shifting morass of the sixteenth century court. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 287 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $34.95. $9.95

2949229 KISSINGER’S SHADOW: The Long Reach of America’s Most Controversial Statesman. By Greg Grandin. Going beyond accounts focusing on either Kissinger’s crimes or accomplishments, Grandin offers a compelling new interpretation of the diplomat’s continuing influence on how the United States views its role in the world. To understand the crisis of contemporary America, Grandin argues, we need to understand the centuries-long legacy that Kissinger. 270 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. $4.95

2977451 KISSINGER, VOLUME I, 1923-1968: The Idealist. By Niall Ferguson. Drawing not only on Kissinger’s hitherto closed private papers but also on documents from more than 100 archives around the world, Ferguson reveals the truth behind the reviled and revered American statesman. For the first of two volumes, he shows that what Kissinger achieved before his appointment as Richard Nixon’s national security adviser was astonishing in its own right. 32 pages of photos. 998 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $39.95. $7.95

6992752 ELIZABETH: The Forgotten Years. By John Guy. Illuminating the earlier years of English history, Guy struggles to assert her authority, this groundbreaking biography offers a refreshing take on the venerated monarch: at once powerful and vulnerable, willful and afraid. With dramatic immediacy, Guy takes us behind Elizabeth’s polished veneer to examine the challenge of being both a woman and a queen. 24 pages of illus., same in color. 450 pages. Viking. Pub. at $35.00. $9.95

2842009 THE SELECTED LETTERS OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT. Ed. by H.W. Brands. This collection brings together over 1,000 of Roosevelt’s most engaging and revealing letters, one of the fullest public figures to the world. These letters capture the value and sheer joy of life that was Roosevelt’s signature. 656 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

★ 285363X THE QUIET MAN: The Indispensable Presidency of George H.W. Bush. By John H. Sununu. George H.W. Bush is much too modest to brag about what he accomplished as the forty-first president of the United States. Now this unique biography by Bush’s chief of staff and his successor as national security adviser was astonishing in its own credit for the positive impact he had on the United States and the world. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 411 pages. Kissinger. Pub. at $33.00. $9.95

2853683 RICHARD III: England’s Most Controversial King. By Chris Skidmore. Drawing on new and unseen evidence that brings Richard’s inner nature and his complex relations with those around him to unflinchingly the fact of the last English monarch to die on the battlefield. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 411 pages. Broadside. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

294218X PAT AND DICK: The Nixon, an Intimate Portrait of a Marriage. By Will Swit. A very different image of Richard Nixon emerges in this fascinating portrait of their relationship with his wife. Pat Nixon reveals the deep and abiding love that led her to her husband’s side in the White House and the Senate. Other private documents reveal that while adversity can fray the fabric of a marriage, devotion can propel it to surmount. 16 pages of photos, some color. 479 pages. Threshold Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/802
**8289748 JOHN MARSHALL: The Man Who Made the Supreme Court.** By Richard Brookhiser. In 1801, John Marshall, a 45-year-old Army War veteran, became the first chief justice of the U.S. He would hold the post for the next 34 years, expounding the Constitution he loved. The Supreme Court would never be the same again. Brookhiser offers the definitive biography of America’s greatest chief justice. 16 pages of illus., some color. 324 pages. Basic. Pub. at $26.95 **$21.95

**6781187 GUARDIAN DIANA: Protecting the Princess Around the World.** By Ken Wharfe & S. L. B. Pub. at $39.95

**2828816 THE QUEST FOR QUEEN MARY.** By James Pope-Hennessy. A fascinating portrait and an interesting study of royal psychology as it was and as it largely remains today. Pope-Hennessy was entrusted to write a biography of the Queen in 1955, and would take three years to compile notes from her main interviews. Hugo Vickers compiled these interviews and documents into this fascinating biography. 16 pages of photos. 335 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Pub. at $32.99 **$24.95

**2952238 THE MORALIST: Woodrow Wilson and the World He Made.** By Patricia O’Toole. A timely, perceptive biography of one of the most consequential and most controversial presidents in American history, and would take three years to compile notes from his many interviews. Hugo Vickers compiled these interviews and documents into this fascinating biography. 16 pages of photos. 335 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Pub. at $32.99 **$24.95

**6978655 DONALD J. TRUMP: A President Like No Other.** By Conrad Black. An essential biography for understanding Trump the man, and Trump the president. Black has negotiated with Trump for many years. A perceptive, thoughtful, and amusing friend; and as a presidential biographer, he places Trump in historical context and much needed perspective. 228 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99 **$21.95

**2817068 UNDER LINCOLN’S HAT: 100 Objects That Tell the Story of Lincoln and Legacy.** By J.M. Cornelius & C. Knorowski. Featuring more than 125 photographs with 100 items that have selected from their extensive and rare collection, the authors give readers an intimate glimpse into the turning points of Lincoln’s life and presidency. 226 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 **$17.95

**3899080 CHURCHILL: An Extraordinary Life.** By S. Griswold & M. Gaskin. This evocatively illustrated biography captures the spirit of both the public figure and the private man, equally at home in the corridors of power and his beloved “house on the hill,” Chartwell in Kent, 200 pages. National Trust. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95

**2892852 HENRY III: The Son of Magna Carta.** By Matthew Lewis. Henry III became King of England within days of his ninth birthday. He was handed a realm that was embattled and tamed. From the ashes of Magna Carta, a new England was to be forged. It would spell over half a century of highs and lows, in a country crying out for stability. 16 pages of color photos. 268 pages. Yale. 8x10¼. Pub. at $45.00 **$28.95

**3702444 RICHARD III: Loyalty Binds Me.** By Matthew Lewis. By understanding the Richard who began in the year 1483 at his brother’s dead bed, it will become clearer what drove some of his actions and decisions later on. Returning to primary sources and considering the evidence available, this new biography undisguises the myths and presents a real man living in turbulent times. 16 pages of color illus. 49 pages. Amherst. Pub. at $39.95 **$29.95

**2820646 HENRY III: The Son of Magna Carta.** By Matthew Lewis. Henry III became King of England within days of his ninth birthday. His father, King John, had overthrown a disastrous period in English history and the boy kingdom embittered in a bitter, entrenched war with itself. As he grew into adulthood, Henry had to manage the transition to a personal rule, wrestling power from men who had held it almost unchecked for years. 16 pages of color illus. 287 pages. Amherst. Pub. at $29.95 **$21.95

**689772X PRINCESS: The Early Life of Elizabeth II.** By Jane Dismore. Dismore traces how an “ordinary country girl” suddenly found herself in the line of succession to the Crown at age 10 when her uncle, King Edward VIII abdicated the Throne to his brother Albert. At times breaking new ground and tradition, she would eventually find herself on her solid background of life repeating changes after times her accession to the Throne. Photos. 308 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 **$19.95

**6616119 THE DIARIES OF JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 1779-1848.** Ed. by David Waldstreicher. Reader’s edition of an American masterpiece, based on original manuscripts that restore passages suppressed in earlier editions. From his marriage to Louisa Catherine Johnson to his deadlock election to the presidency and involvement in the Amistad Supreme Court case, the critical dramas of Adams’s personal and political life are all here. 1,489 pages in two volumes. The Library of America. Pub. at $75.00 **$54.95

**6851568 MESALICIS: Alcibiades and the Fall of Athens.** By David Stuttard. A work of Pericles and a friend of Socrates, Alcibiades was spectacularly rich, bewitchingly handsome and charismatic, a skilled general, and a rubicon leader. He was also a serial traitor. Navigating an often contradictory evidence, Stuttard provides a coherent account of a life that has gripped historians, storytellers, and artists for more than two thousand. Illus. 380 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $29.95 **$24.95

**2980673 THE YOUNG VICTORIA.** By Deirdre Murphy. This beautifully, extensively researched volume investigates the boyhood and early life of one of the most familiar British monarchs, Queen Victoria. A wealth of material, including many unexamined sources and unpublished images, sheds new light on Victoria’s youth. The author paints a vivid picture of Victoria’s early years. 224 pages. Photos. 692 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 **$29.95

**6752802 FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT: A Political Life.** By Robert Dallek. Examines the career of FDR as an incomparable politician, a masterful and master maker and takes a fresh look at many of the compelling questions of his remarkable presidency, one of which is how did Roosevelt bring about such a profound change in America’s foreign relations, leading us to become an international superpower? 1092 pages. Photos. 692 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 **$29.95

**2970082 REAGAN: The American President.** By Larry Schweikart. Through previously unseen administration documents, Schweikart reveals Reagan’s revolutionary initiative to create a North American energy zone, and the internal battles and administration to press his economic recovery act through. He examines Reagan’s goals, intentions, and motivations through the lens of a conservative scholar to provide the definitive biography of an American president. 16 pages of photos, some color. 338 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $35.00 **$26.95

**2953056 THE PROBLEM OF DEMOCRACY: The Presidents Adams Confront the Cult of Personality.** By N. Isenberg & A. Burstein. This volume presents John and John Quincy Adams, rogue intellectuals, uncovering truth to make a new kind of political conscience. They held that political participation demanded moral courage. They lamented the fact that hero worship in America substituted idolatry for results. The Adamses would make the Supreme Court. Photos. 543 pages. Viking. Pub. at $35.00 **$26.95

**6859615 LLOYD GEORGE: Statesman or Scoundrel.** By Richard Wilkinson. David Lloyd George, a controversial politician, was widely regarded as the man who won WW I and his contribution to domestic politics, was similarly impressive. Provides a unique new perspective on one of the most phenomenally talented, but also one of the most flawed of British leaders. 265 pages. Photos. Tauris. Pub. at $45.00 **$32.95

**3724050 LIFE AND CAMPAIGNS OF THE BLACK PRINCE.** By Richard Barber. Edward of Woodstock, eldest son of Edward III, known as the Black Prince, is one of those heroes of history books who are so often as seemingly slight to variously exploit. Were it chronicled by Jean Froissart, writing three or four decades after the events he describes. There are other sources much closer to the events, and it is on these that the present volume draws. Photos. 139 pages. Boydell. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95
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2895562 CHRISTIAN VIII: King First of Norway and Then of Denmark. By Jens Guni Busck. Christian VIII and Queen Caroline Amalie lived during a period of international complications. Christian VIII was characterized by political unrest but also by cultural richness, and their circle of acquaintances included Hans Christian Andersen. 354 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99

PRICE CUT TO $17.95

2898802 DEVICES AND DESIRES: Bess of Hardwick and the Building of Elizabethan England. By Kate Hardy. Billed as a quartet of outcast epigones and a prowled herd of business, Bess of Hardwick rose from humble beginnings to become one of the most respected and feared courtiers in Elizabethan England. The author paints a rich compelling portrait of a true feminist icon centuries ahead of her time, a complex, formidable and decidedly modern woman. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 354 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99

PRICE CUT TO $17.95

289313X GOLDEN HANDCUFFS: The Secret History of Trump’s Women. By Nina Burleigh. A comprehensive and provocative exploration of how Trump’s upbringing by his mother and grandmother informed his relationships with his wives and daughters, which in turn have shaped his attitudes toward women in general. Color photos. 359 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00

PRICE CUT TO $17.95

2714035 ELIZABETH OF YORK: A Tudor Queen and Her World. By Alison Weir. Drawing from a rich trove of material, Weir takes a unique and much-deserved look at this unforgettable princess whose line descends to today’s British monarch–a woman who overcame tragedy and danger to become one of England’s most beloved consorts. Book Club Facts. 16 pages of photos, many in color. Ballantine.

PRICE CUT TO $5.95


PRICE CUT TO $13.95

6927866 RICHARD THE LIONHEART: The Crusader King of England. By W.B. Bartlett. In this reassessment, Bartlett looks at Richard the Lionheart’s deeds and achievements in a new light, and the result is a completely new portrait of the Lionheart which shows that the king is every bit as remarkable as his medieval contemporaries found him to be. 16 pages of color illus. 408 pages. Ambery. Pub. at $34.95

PRICE CUT TO $21.95

2972476 THE SHADOW KING: The Life and Death of Henry VI. By Laura Johnson. Henry VI, the last of the Angevin kings of England, sealed his fate with a shocking story in a fast-paced and colorful narrative that captures both the poignancy of his life and the tumultuous and bloody nature of the times in which he lived. Illus. in color. 700 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00

PRICE CUT TO $21.95

2966392 JAMES VII: Duke and King of Scots, 1563-1701. By Alastair J. Mann. Provides the first complete portrait of James as a Stewart prince of Scotland, as duke of Albany and as King of Scots. Mann re-evaluates the traditional views of James as a Catholic estuarine absolutist, who failed through incompetence, and changes preconceptions based on strong views of his failings, both in popular belief and serious history. Illus. 322 pages. John Donald. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.95

PRICE CUT TO $21.95

2849267 THE CAESAR OF PARIS: Napoleon Bonaparte, Rome, and the Abolition of the Papacy. By David Horspool. The author reveals how Napoleon’s fascination with antiquity informed his effort to turn Paris into “the new Rome” through architectural and artistic commissions around the city. His aggressive pursuit of ancient treasures from Italy gave Paris much of the classical beauty we know today. This account brings Napoleon to life as never before. 245 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00

PRICE CUT TO $21.95

6930573 LUCIUS VERUS AND THE ROMAN DEFENCE OF THE EAST. By M.C. Bishop. Lucius Verus is one of the least regarded Roman emperors. This volume looks at the upbringing of both brothers, acquired a brother, had his name changed twice, became a General overnight, and commanded the Army that defeated one of Rome’s greatest enemies and subsequently invaded Parthia. 197 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95

PRICE CUT TO $19.95

2818140 THOMAS CROMWELL: A Revolutionary Life. By Diamand MacGillivray. Where past biographies paint Cromwell as a scheming operator with blood on his hands, MacGillivray sifted through letters and court records for answers and found Cromwell’s fingerprints on some of the most transformative decisions of Henry the VIII’s turbulent reign. But he also found Cromwell, the man, an administrative genius, rescuing him from myth and slander. 16 pages of illus., some color.

PRICE CUT TO $21.95

2858371 CHURCHILL AND THE GENERALS. By Mike Lepine. Widely regarded as one of the greatest wartime leaders of the 20th century, Winston Churchill’s fascinating story unfolds in this heavily illustrated and completely written history. After reading all about his role in the world’s greatest conflict, discover more about his story with two bonus films: Winston Churchill: A Giant in the Century (90 minutes) and Churchill’s Island (22 minutes). 136 pages. Danann Publishing. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $49.99

PRICE CUT TO $31.95


PRICE CUT TO $9.95


PRICE CUT TO $4.95


PRICE CUT TO $4.95

6975178 A VERY ENGLISH SCANDAL: Sex, Lies and a Murder Plot at the Heart of the Establishment. By John Preston. Photos. 400 pages. John Johnson. Pub. at $34.95

PRICE CUT TO $17.95


PRICE CUT TO $9.95


PRICE CUT TO $5.95


PRICE CUT TO $7.95

6986242 PENCE: The Path to Power. By Andrea Neal. 32 pages of photos. 279 pages. Red Lightning. Pub. at $22.00

PRICE CUT TO $16.95

6981828 ALFRED THE GREAT. By David Horspool. 245 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

PRICE CUT TO $12.95


PRICE CUT TO $17.95


PRICE CUT TO $19.95


PRICE CUT TO $5.95


PRICE CUT TO $13.95


PRICE CUT TO $21.95

6723994 HÖOFER: An Extraordinary Life in Extraordinary Times. By Kevin Whyte. 16 pages of photos. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00

PRICE CUT TO $21.95


PRICE CUT TO $17.95


PRICE CUT TO $9.95

6881432 THE KING’S PEARL: Henry VIII and His Daughter Mary. By Melita Thomas. 16 pages of color illus. 320 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $28.95

PRICE CUT TO $19.95

6926415 ANNE BOLEYN: Adultery, Heresy, Desire. By Amy Licence. 16 pages of photos, some color. 480 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $34.95

PRICE CUT TO $19.95

6942016 ALL PASHA: Lion of Ioannina. By Quentin & Eugenia Russell. Illus., many in color. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

PRICE CUT TO $26.95


PRICE CUT TO $19.95


PRICE CUT TO $27.95
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3516574 GOERING: The Rise and Fall of the Notorious Nazi Leader. By R. Manvell & H. Fraenkel. Through historical documents and testimonies, two authors, members of Goering’s family, his former associates, his enemies, and his servants, the authors explore the extravagant lifestyle, cunning ambitions, and complex nature of the truly sinister man. 444 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

284544X CONFESSIONS OF A CARTEL HIT MAN. By Martin Corona with T. Rafael. The forty-year member of the Hells Angels now tells his remarkable story: the tale of how a former Marine was recruited as a Hells Angel...and Beyond. Terrifying and hilarious, this is the unbelievable and unforgettable cat and mouse networks they forge terrorize and divide our nation. 275 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95

2948974 THE COOK UP: A Crack Rock Memoir. By D. Watkins. Terrifying and hilarious, “Breaking Bad” offers a rare glimpse into the mentality of a person who has escaped many hells, who has provided us with the inner workings of one of the most notorious drug-laden neighborhoods in East Baltimore. 267 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

2372793 WYATT EARP: A Vigilante Life. By Andrew C. Isenberg. In popular culture, Wyatt Earp has become a beacon of rough justice in the Wild West. By telling the story of Lee Israel, who started a one-woman forgery business in order to pay the bills when she found herself nearly broke. 129 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $6.95

2849494 CAN YOU EVER FORGIVE ME? Memoirs of a Literary Forger. By Lee Israel. Candid, compelling, and at times laugh out loud funny, this is the unbelievable and unforgettable cat and mouse adventure of a woman who started a one-woman forgery business in order to pay the bills when she found herself nearly broke. 128 pages. Henry Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $6.95

2739723 CALIGULA: The Mad Emperor of Rome. By Robert E. Piccolini. A former white supremacist leader provides a chilling look inside the world of violent hate groups. Raw, inspiring, and heartbreakingly honest, this is the story of the third emperor of Rome. This precise and yet of one of the most powerful men ever to have lived. 16 pages of illus. 646 pages. Da Capo. Paperback/Online. Pub. at $18.00. $12.95

2978621 GENGHIS KHAN: His Conquests, His Empire, His Legacy. By Frank McLynn. Combining past-accounts of battles with rich oral tradition, the latest biography of Genghis, McLynn brings vividly to life the strange world of the Mongols and the most accurate and absorbing account yet of one of the most powerful men ever to have lived. 16 pages of illus. 646 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

2859629 GENGHIS KHAN: His Conquests, His Empire, His Legacy. By Frank McLynn. Combining past-accounts of battles with rich oral tradition, the latest biography of Genghis, McLynn brings vividly to life the strange world of the Mongols and the most accurate and absorbing account yet of one of the most powerful men ever to have lived. 16 pages of illus. 646 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

2991276 CITY OF DEVILS: The Two Men Who Ruled the Underworld of Old Shanghai. By Paul French. In the 1930s, Shanghai was a crossroads for the cunning and cruel but also capable of starting nobility. At once intimate and iconoclastic, this is the definitive account of one of the most powerful and notorious gangsters in history, uncovering a complex character who was feared and revered in Shanghai. 395 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $11.95

296383X EXILE ON FRONT STREET: My Life as a Hells Angel...And Beyond. By George Christie. The forty-year member of the Hells Angels now tells his remarkable story: the tale of how a former Marine was recruited as a Hells Angel...and Beyond. Terrifying and hilarious, this is the unbelievable and unforgettable cat and mouse networks they forge terrorize and divide our nation. 275 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95

2841606 STALIN: Waiting for Hitler, 1929–1941. By Stephen Kotkin. A history of the world during the build-up to its most fateful hour, from the vantage point of Stalin’s seat of power. This comprehensive and definitive biography of Stalin is a landmark achievement in the annals of historical scholarship. 32 pages of photos. 1154 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00. $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/802
6943255X ALL IN GOOD TIME: Reflections of a Watchmaker. By George Daniels. 80 pages of photos, some color. 222 pages. Philip Wilson. Pub. at $45.00 PRICE CUT TO $27.95
Writers & Thinkers

2935597 NEIL SIMON'S MEMOIRS. Told with his characteristic humor and unflinching sense of irony, this omnibus edition traces the history of modern entertainment over the last fifty years through the eyes of a man who started life the son of a garment salesman and became one of the greatest and most successful American playwrights of all time. 660 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00  $9.95

6894880 THE GIRL FROM THE METROPOL HOTEL: Growing Up in Communist Russia. By Ludmilla Petrushevskaya. One of the world’s great writers, Petrushevskaya unravels the threads of her irrupting upbringing—of feigned orphandom and of sleeping with both in可谓是不够自立和在the two dozen photos throughout the text, her feral instinct and the crucible in which her gift for giving voice to a nation of survivors was forged. 149 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $4.95

6911471 THROUGH A GLASS, DARKLY. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and the Quest to Solve the Greatest Mystery of All. By S. Bros, 357 L.R. Stains. By re-examining the old records of trash mediums and seances, Bechet and Stains discover that what Conan Doyle and his colleagues uncovered is as difficult to dismiss now as it was then. What was it that convinced a brilliant man, the creator of the great exemplar of cold, objective thought, that there was a reality beyond reality? Original edition. 303 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $7.95

2973235 ERNEST HEMINGWAY: Artifacts from a Life. Ed. by Michael Katakis. Beautifully designed, intimate and illuminating, this is the story of American icon Ernest Hemingway’s life through the documents, photographs and miscellany he kept, compiled by the steward of the Hemingway estate and featuring contributions by his son and grandson. This is a tribute to the man for whom the word “Hemingway” harbors a host of connotations. SHOPWORN, 212 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

3856004 THE WORLD BROKE IN TWO: Virginia Woolf, T.S. Eliot, D.H. Lawrence, E.M. Forster, and the Year That Changed Literature. By Bill Goldenstein. Goldenstein tells the captivating story of 1922, a pivotal year in literary history, by weaving together the intellectual and personal journeys of four of the century’s most important figures. Virginia Woolf, T.S. Eliot, D.H. Lawrence, and E.M. Forster. As 1922 begins, all four are at a loss for words, but by the end of the year all have accomplished a new level of creativity. Photos. 351 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

598467X THE OWL WHO LIKED SITTING ON CAESAR: Living with a Tawny Owl. By Martin Windrow. While recovering in his London High-rise from a skydiving accident, the British military historian wishes for the company of a pet. Here, a rare 15-year relationship begins, with an account of the owl’s experiences in his United States. Photos. 316 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00  $9.95

2884208 HEMINGWAY AT WAR: Ernest Hemingway’s Adventures as a World War II Correspondent. By Terry Mort. In the spring of 1944, Hemingway traveled to London and then to France to cover WWII for Collier’s Magazine. This never-before-published narrative is a look at his experience and an investigation into Hemingway’s subsequent work—much of it stemming from his wartime experience—which shaped the latter stages of his career in dramatic fashion. Photos. 290 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95  $7.95

2890704 EXPECT GREAT THINGS: The Life and Search of Henry David Thoreau. By Kevin Dann. A thrilling, meticulous biography that fills a gap in our understanding of Henry David Thoreau, one of modern history’s most important spiritual visionaries, by capturing the full arc of his life as a mystic, spiritual seeker, and explorer in transcendental realms. 388 pages. Tarcher. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $4.95

2799553 EXPECT GREAT THINGS: The Life and Search of Henry David Thoreau. By Kevin Dann. Critically and authoritatively captures Thoreau’s simultaneously wild and intellectually resonant character. From the title of his masterpiece to his Declaration of Independence to his death, and supernaturally. As one of modern history’s most important spiritual visionaries, Dann has captured the full arc of Thoreau’s life as a mystic, spiritual seeker, and explorer in transcendental realms. 388 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $30.00  $9.95

3887406 MAX EASTMAN: A Life. By Christoph Immisch. Set against the backdrop of several decades of political and ideological turmoil, and interweaving Eastman’s singular life with stories of the fascinating people he knew and loved, this biography will have broad appeal to readers interested in 20th century history, politics, and literature. Well illustrated. 434 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00  $9.95

2851520 BE LIKE THE FOX: Machiavelli in His World. By Erica Benner. Far from the ruthless "Machiavellian" puppet master that popular belief has it, Machiavelli emerges in this thoughtful biographies providing a profound and ethical thinker who sought to uphold high moral standards and restore the democratic freedoms of his beloved Florence. 360 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95  $6.95

287100X THE WORLD OF LAURA INGALLS WILDER: The Frontier Landscapes That Inspired the Little House Books. By Marta McDowell. In this revealing exploration of Wilder’s mortal imagination, McDowell demonstrates that McDowell shares intimate details about the pioneer woman. Along with historic photos of the family, excerpts from books, letters, and diaries to bring to light Wilder’s appreciation for plants, animals, and environments at the heart of her world. Well illustrated. 396 pages. Timber. Pub. at $27.95  $9.95

2878283 NOT SO GOOD A GAY MAN: A Memoir. By Frank M. Robinson. Witty, charming and poignant, Robinson’s memoir gives insight into his work as a journalist and writer, and most importantly as a gay man navigating the often perilous social landscape of twentieth-century America. Photos. 316 pages. The United States. Pub. at $28.99  $4.95

3897040 THE MAN WHO WOULD BE SHERLOCK: The Real-Life Adventures of Arthur Conan Doyle. By Christopher Sandford. Using freshly available evidence and eyewitness testimony, Sandford follows the links to crime that took place during Doyle’s formative years, and draws out the connections between his literary output and factual criminality. In a sense, Sandford argues, Doyle wanted to be Sherlock, to be a man who could bring order and justice to a terrible world. Photos. 305 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99  $9.95


2817297 TENNESSEE WILLIAMS: Mad Pilgrimage of the Flesh. By John Lahr. Delivers the definitive biography of America’s greatest playwright, giving intimate access to the mind of a man whose plays reshaped American theater and the nation’s sense of self. Lahr sheds light on Williams’s family, his creative triumphs and failures, his sexuality and numerous affairs, his misreported death, and much more. Illus. 765 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95  $9.95

2881912 TENNESSEE WILLIAMS: Mad Pilgrimage of the Flesh. By John Lahr. Delivers the definitive biography of America’s greatest playwright, giving intimate access to the mind of a man whose plays reshaped American theater and the nation’s sense of self. Lahr sheds light on Williams’s family, his creative triumphs and failures, his sexuality and numerous affairs, his misreported death, and much more. Illus. 765 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95  $9.95

3802725 THE NEMIROVSKY QUESTION: A Writer in 20th-Century France. By Susan Rubin Suleiman. Informed by personal interviews with Nemirovsky’s daughters, who, as well as by extensive archival research, this wide-ranging intellectual biography situates Nemirovsky in the literary and political climate of interwar France and reconsiders the postwar lives of her daughters. Photos. 357 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00  $9.95
fascinating, and all-reaching biography of Dr. Seuss. Photos. 483 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

2919923 A PRAIRIE GIRLS' FAITH: The Spiritual Legacy of Laura Ingalls Wilder. By Stephen W. Hines. With memorable quotes, family photos, recipes from people Laura knew as a child, period music, and historical context, Hines offers the first in-depth look at the faith journey of one of America’s most famous pioneer women and beloved authors. 218 pages. WaterBrook. Pub. at $21.99

6812678 A PRAIRIE GIRL'S FAITH: The Spiritual Legacy of Laura Ingalls Wilder. By Stephen W. Hines. With memorable quotes, family photos, recipes from people Laura knew as a child, period music, and historical context, Hines offers the first in-depth look at the faith journey of one of America’s most famous pioneer women and beloved authors. 218 pages. WaterBrook. Pub. at $21.99

11.95

6798802 PATRICK O'BRIAN: The Making of the Novelist, 1914-1949. By Nikolai Tolstoy. A contemporary, a biographer of one of the world’s greatest novelists, examines the evolution of his craft. 262 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $24.95

2928297 MORTALITY AND FAITH: Reflections on a Journey Through Time. By David Horowitz. Horowitz explores the spiritual life as a skeptic and a seeker, confronting his own existential questions and where the meaning of life can be found. 272 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99

30.00

2920498 FREAK KINGDOM: Hunter S. Thompson's Manic Ten-Year Crusade Against American Fascism. By Timothy Denevi. This skillfully told and dramatic story shows how Thompson saw through Richard Nixon's treacherous populism and embarked on a life-defining campaign to stop it, producing some of the best political writings in our history. This biography recasts a period of anger and derangement in American politics, and one writer with the guts to tell the truth. 394 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00

21.95


5.95


21.95


21.95

2913763 THE NOTORIOUS BEN HECHT: Iconoclastic Writer and Miltant Zionist. By Julien Gorbach. A biography of a great 20th century writer that treats his activism during the 1940s as the central drama of his life. It details the shifting political climate of the time and the events that led Hecht to change his mind on the subject. 242 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00

21.95

2895502 IF: The Untold Story of Kipling's American Years. By Christopher Benfey. In this fresh examination of Kipling's career and its impact on American culture, Benfey shows how Kipling's work continues to resonate today. 288 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.99

21.95
Actors, Celebrities & Performing Artists

285599X THE GIRL WITH THE LOWER BACK TATTOO. By Amy Schumer. Amy is a woman with the courage to bare her soul and stand up for what she believes in, all while making us laugh. Rangeing from the joys of growing up to the comical yet harrowing, it will leave you laughing out loud! 16 pages of color photos. 324 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3699943 AVA GARDNER: The Barefoot Contessa. By Gilles Dagneau. Long considered to be the most beautiful woman in the world, Ava Gardner remains at the pinnacle of Hollywood glamour. Filled with images from her most iconic films, this extensive volume takes us on a captivating journey through the tumultuous life and career of this singular starlet, 191 pages. Greystone International. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

2970031 JEAN ARTHUR: The Actress Nobody Knew. By John Oller. Known for her wistful, husky voice, Arthur’s screen career began in silent films and spanned more than a quarter century, during which she shared star billing with the likes of Gary Cooper and James Stewart. 16 pages of photos. 358 pages. Limelight. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

2825961 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: A Brief Life. By Peter Ackroyd. In this quick witted portrait of one of the most respected film directors of the twentieth century, Ackroyd reveals the man fond of practical jokes who smash a once used tea cup every morning to remind himself of the frailty of life. This is a gripping short biography of the extraordinary master of suspense. 276 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95


6962785 WANDERER. By Sterling Hayden. The author was at the peak of his earning power as an outdoorsman when he decided to walk out on Hollywood, left a shatted marriage, defied the courts, and set sail with his four children in the schooner Wanderer bound for the South Seas, thus launching this provocative autobiography. 434 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2850508 NEVERTHELESS: A Memoir. By Alec Baldwin. In this honest, affecting memoir, Baldwin introduces us to the Long Island child who felt burdened by his family’s financial struggles and his parents’ unhappy marriage. The Washington DC college student gearing up for a career in politics who was awarded a degree for his dissertation on the addition to drugs and alcohol, and addicted to every pleasure that life could offer. Delve into this hilarious in solence to toward convention and authority. 162 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

6610058 TROUBLEMAKING: Surviving Hollywood and Scientology. By Leah Remini with R. Paley. Remini, indoctrinated into the Church of Scientology when she was a child, offers up an eye-opening account of her tumultuous and heart-wrenching thirty-year-plus association with the church. 32 pages of color photos. 234 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

2884621 MY FANTASTIC VOYAGE THROUGH HOLLYWOOD, Faith & Life. By George Wayne. A collection of outrageously funny and sweedly nostalgic interviews with some of the most iconic personalities of our time. Baldwin is unafraid to ask anything and everything, the author has broken through the facades of some of the most fascinating cultural icons. These interviews are an eye-opening account of our iconoclastic culture. Illus. 280 pages. Harper. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95

2887724 A MAN CALLED HARRIS: The Life of Richard Harris. By M. Sheridan & A. Galvin. Richard Harris was a giant who oozed charisma on the screen. But off screen he was troubled and addicted to every pleasure that life could offer. Delve into this magnificent portrait of the big screen in this fascinating biography, and enjoy an insight into a true Renaissance man of the film world. Photos. 212 pages. Prentice Hall. Pub. at $27.25 $17.95

3726045 THIS IS YOUR CAPTAIN SPEAKING: My Fantastic Voyage Through Hollywood, Faith & Life. By Gavin MacLeod with M. Dagostino. With humor, grace, and wide-eyed enthusiasm, the star of The Mary Tyler Moore Show and The Love Boat takes us behind the scenes of his 60-plus years in show business as he meets and works with stars like Cary Grant, Steve McQueen, Marilyn Monroe, Frank Sinatra, Ronald Reagan, and many others. Photos. 261 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95

3725693 ANY ONE WHO’S ANY ONE: The Unmatched Celebrity Interviews, 1967-2007. By George Wayne. A collection of outrageously funny and sweedly nostalgic interviews with some of the most iconic personalities of our time. Baldwin is unafraid to ask anything and everything, the author has broken through the facades of some of the most fascinating cultural icons. These interviews are an eye-opening account of our iconoclastic culture. Illus. 280 pages. Harper. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95
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281398X KIRK AND ANNE: Letters of Love, Laughter, and a Lifetime in Hollywood. By Kirk Douglas et al. Compiled from Anne’s private archive of letters and photographs, this intimate look into the Douglasses’ courtship and marriage is a candid portrayal of the pleasures and pitfalls of a Hollywood life. Details the adventurous, oftentimes comical, and passionate relationship that help define the glamour—as only a couple of over six decades could tell it. Photos. Some in color. 222 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95

4642481 BUT ENOUGH ABOUT ME. By Burt Reynolds & J. Winokur. He has seen it all. Now he’s telling it all in this compelling biography—a tale that’s threaded through the people encountered on his extraordinary journey. Endearingly funny and brutally honest, it opens the door to the most intimate moments of this treasured Hollywood icon. SHOPWORN. 32 pages of photos, most color. 302 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

6732195 BUT ENOUGH ABOUT ME: A Memoir. By Burt Reynolds & J. Winokur. Chronicles Reynolds’ meteoric rise to fame from Oscar nominations to the spread in Cosmopolitan magazine to the financial decisions that took him from rich to poor and back again. Reynolds shares the wisdom that has come from his many highs and lows and opens up about his romances and breakups, 32 pages of photos, most color. 302 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3716910 JOURNEYMEN: An Autobiography. By Ewan MacColl. This new edition of MacColl’s vivid and entertaining autobiography has been re-edited from the original draft, and includes a new introduction by Peggy Seeger, for whom he wrote the unforgettable ‘The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face.’ An entertaining and thought-provoking slice of British history. 16 pages of photos. 386 pages. Manchester UP. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $3.95


2825260 MAGGIE SMITH: A Biography. By Michael Coveney. Shines the stage lights on the life and work of this truly remarkable performer, taking readers on a rollicking journey through her 60-year career. Drawing on personal archives, interviews, and encounters with the actress, Coveney explores the fading curtain on a celebrated but enigmatic performer. Photos, many in color. 353 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.50

2915839 NOT THE GIRL NEXT DOOR: Joan Crawford, a Personal Biography. By Charlotte Chandler. This biography draws on exclusive candid interviews with Joan Crawford herself and with others who knew her, including her first husband and her daughter Cathy, resulting in a Personal Biography. 302 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95


2891034 MARILYN IN MANHATTAN: Her Year of Joy. By Elizabeth Winder. A lively look at two American treasures—New York and Marilyn Monroe. Winder’s insider’s account of one of our most enduring icons as she reveals Monroe’s visit to the city in November of 1954, where leaving a failed marriage and a frustrating career behind, she begins to live a life of the mind. Photos. 283 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

3276177 PLAYING TO THE GODS: Sarah Bernhardt, Eleonora Duse, and the Rivalry That Changed Acting Forever. By Cindy De La Hoz. Eleonora Duse’s natural style of acting revolutionized the theater and earned her the ire of established superstar, Sarah Bernhardt in what would become the most tumultuous theatrical showdown of the nineteenth century. At the same time, aggressively entertaining the adoring and low blows. Photos. 277 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $7.95

6934951 SOPHIA LOREN: Movie Star Italian Style. By Cindy De La Hoz. Sophia Loren has had one of the most varied and interesting paths in motion picture history, with a career spanning close to seven decades. Explore the story to follow her laugh and shuffle through the most illustrious and engaging journey through her remarkable life, dearest relationships, and diverse film canon. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Running Press. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $12.95

5956250 BOGIE & BACALL: Love Lessons from a Legendary Romance. By Cindy De La Hoz. Timeless fare for fans of Bogart and Lauren Bacall. Touching photos capturing moments onscreen and off, coupled with fascinating facts from their legendary marriage, grants a glimpse into one of Hollywood’s most memorable relationships: Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall. Running Press. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

4639456 I SAID YES TO EVERYTHING. By Lee Grant. Set amid the New York theater scene of the fifties and the star-studded parties of Malibu in the seventies, Grant’s memoir evokes a world of passion and friendship. As the name landed on the Hollywood blacklist, her offers ground to a halt, and she lost it all. 24 pages of photos. 463 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

2935562 MARILYN MONROE: The Private Life of a Public Icon. By Charles Casillo. Based on new interviews and research, Casillo explores the secret behinds Marilyn Monroe’s tenure on film. She struggles with. 16 pages of photos. 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $8.95

2973820 ROBIN. By Dave Itzkoff. As Itzkoff shows in this revelatory biography, Robin Williams’ comic brilliance made a deep well of conflicting emotions and self-doubt, which he drew upon in his comedy and in celebrated films such as Dead Poets Society and Good Will Hunting. Photos. 297 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

2789914 JOHN WAYNE TREASURES. By R. Roberts & D. Wekly. Duke’s extravertiality fame to the humor that runs around such memorable roles, John Wayne is becoming one of the most famous actors in the world—chronicled in this lavishly illustrated volume, complete with on-set photos, vintage movie posters and cigarette cards from his most well-known movies, 175 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

4578562 I MUST SAY: My Life as a Humble Comedy Legend. By Martin Short with D. Kamp. In this engagingly witty, wise, and heartfelt memoir, Short tells the tale of how a showbiz-obsessed kid from Canada transformed himself into a beloved comedic force and became one of the most beloved and loved figures of his time. Photos. 320 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $9.95

6880118 FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM: A Salute to the Troops with John Wayne. By From the eds. of the Official John Wayne Magazine. Whether making a stirring war movie that showed what our soldiers are capable of, or putting himself in personal danger to bring a smile to troops stationed thousands of miles away, John Wayne always kept the people who serve our country in his heart and mind. This book brings the story of his life to illus., some in color. 208 pages. Lab Books. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

596475X FIREBALL: Carole Lombard and the Mystery of Flight 3. By Robert Matzen. Presents the page-turning story of a tragic weekend in 1942 that stunned the nation, resulting in a Hollywood tragedy that was one of the most mysterious deaths in American history. Matzen charts the starlet’s plummet from the sky, the desperate search that followed, and the murmurings of sabotage that were kindled in the investigation. Photos. 32 pages of photos. 388 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $13.95
6855717 A LIFE IN PARTS. By Bryan Cranston. Photos. 274 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.00  
4558073 MY STORY. By Marilyn Monroe with B. Hecht. 185 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $24.95  
6783287 WAYLON: Tales of My Outlaw Dad. By Terry Jennings with D. Thomas. Photos, some in color. 248 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $32.00  
narrator. This perceptive work shines a surprising light into the life and love songs and quirky musical short stories usually told by an unreliable variety, ultimately seems to fall into two broad groups: highly personal Newman and his extraordinary body of work which, despite its musical Doing It Wrong. journey. Photos. 306 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00

3279856 THE LIFE & MUSIC of RANDY NEWMAN: Maybe I'm Doing It Wrong. By David & Caroline Stafford. Delves into the life of Newman and his extraordinary body of work which, despite its musical variety, ultimately seems to fall into two broad groups: highly personal love songs and quirky musical short stories usually told by an unreliable narrator. This perceptive work shines a surprising light into the life of one of the all-time great singer/songwriters. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 286 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

2883674 PRINCE: Inside the Music and the Masks. By Ronri Ro. In this first biography to give full treatment to Prince’s thirty-five year career, his tumultuous relations with the media, his off-the-cuff nastiness, and his emotional and sexual history, this is the story behind the masked rock’n’roll icon. This is a revealing biography to trace Elton John's meteoric rise from obscurity to worldwide celebrity in the wildest, weediest decade of the twentieth century. This volume takes us on a rollicking fame and drug fueled ride aboard Elton John’s rocket ship to superstardom. Photos. 302 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.00

4953811 CAPTAIN FANTASTIC: Elton John’s Stellar Trip Through the ‘70s. By Tom Doyle. Based on rare one-on-one interviews with the rock star and his manager John Reid, this is the first biography to trace Elton John’s meteoric rise from obscurity to worldwide celebrity in the wildest, weediest decade of the twentieth century. This volume takes us on a rollicking fame and drug fueled ride aboard Elton John’s rocket ship to superstardom. Photos. 302 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.00

3719993 SOME SUNNY DAY: My Autobiography. By Davey Dellera. It wasn’t until WWIII that Davey Dellera’s radio shows and songs connected with the men fighting for their country and those left behind praying for their loved ones. This remarkable autobiography is a vivid portrait of Britain at war and a unique story of one woman who came to symbolize a nation, 1939–1945. HarperCollins. Pub. at $19.95

6818765 CHER: All I Really Want to Do. By D. E. Heggel. Beginning with her breakthrough as the Cleopatra to Sonny Bono’s Caesar in the 60s, Cher’s compelling biography takes us through the tumult of the ‘70s, the big-screen success of the 80s, superstardom in the 90s, and right up to her recent comeback alongside Christina Aguilera in Burlesque, 44 pages of photos. 236 pages. Knopf. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

2988527 INFINITE TUESDAY: An Autobiographical Riff. By Michael Nesmith. Nesmith reveals his eccentric, electric life which spans rock-star stardom, growing up in New York City, his invention of the music video, and his critical contributions to movies, comedy, and the world of virtual reality. Stepping into the world of Michael Nesmith where something curious is always unfolding makes for an endlessly engaging journey. Photos. 306 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00

3725898 JUST GETTING STARTED. By Tony Bennett with S. Simon. A beautiful compilation of reflections on the people who have significantly enriched Bennett’s life. Recounting his childhood in the streets of Detroit to the luxury days of the 60s, the 70s, and the 80s, of meeting Paul Simon, and of being a husband and father, and much more. Photos. some color. 388 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.95

2923092 AMERICA’S MISTRESS: The Life and Times of Eartha Kitt. By John L. Williams. Eartha Kitt was an incendiary performer who seemed able to defy every stereotype thrown to her. She looked destined to become the world’s first superstar. But racism, America’s celebrity culture and her own vulnerabilities conspired to ensure that she would be punished for ever dreaming she could become America’s Mistresses. Photos. 359 pages. Some color. 336 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

3027252 THE LIFE & MUSIC of RANDY NEWMAN: Maybe I’m Doing it Wrong. By David & Caroline Stafford. Delves into the life of Newman and his extraordinary body of work which, despite its musical variety, ultimately seems to fall into two broad groups: highly personal love songs and quirky musical short stories usually told by an unreliable narrator. This perceptive work shines a surprising light into the life of one of the all-time great singer/songwriters. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 286 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

29419156 GOOD VIBRATIONS: My Life as a Beach Boy. By Mike Love with J.S. Hirsch. As a founding member of the Beach Boys, Mike Love has spent an extraordinary 55 years and counting as the group’s lead singer and one of its principle lyricists. A story of overnight success and age-defying longevity, of musical genius and reckless self-destruction. A mesmerizing and mesmerized music journalist traces Prince’s rise from anonymity in the late seventies, to his catapult to stardom in the eighties, to his re-emergence in the 21st century, in an engrossing 14 photos. 297 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

2784181 A PASSION PLAY: The Story of Ian Anderson and Jethro Tull. By Brian Rabey. Traces the history of the band which shares the name of its principal lyricist and founding member. The band — Jethro Tull (briefly included Black Sabbath’s Tony Iommi). Follow along as Rabey tells the story of the band’s rise to superstardom and their constant musical innovation. Includes interviews with Martin Barre, John Evan, Live Bunker, Doane Perry, and others. Photos, some color. 225 pages.

6968473 BRIAN JONES: The Making of the Rolling Stones. By Paul Trynka. Offers a new take on the Rolling Stones' epic rise to fame, laying bare the shocking ruthlessness, internal warfare and sexual competition that throttled the band from within. As well as exploring Brian Jones's crucial yet untold role in the Stones' music, it also investigates the unraveling of his psyche as observed by family, friends, bandmates, and lovers. 16 pages of photos. Viking. Pub. at $3.95 $9.95

2935427 GLEN CAMPBELL: Life with My Father. By D. Campbell & M. Bego. A poignant and unflinching reminiscence. Suffering short term memory loss as he was inducted into the Country Music Hall of Fame in 2005, Campbell had few constants in his life. One of them was his daughter Debbie, who bore a striking resemblance to him and whose. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 176 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $26.95 $7.95

2949539 UNMASKED: A Memoir. By Andrew Lloyd Webber. Reflecting a life that has included many passions (from architecture to Turkish Van cats, to being a devoted father), Webber invites us into the world of the celebrated composer. By numerous celebrities—Elaine Paige, Sarah Brightman, David Frost, Julie Covington, Judi Dench, among many—Webber reveals the true face of the extraordinary man beneath the storied legend. 32 pages of photos, some color. 517 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $28.95 $30.95

2964163 LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL: My Life in Small Faces, Faces, and The Who. By Kenney Jones. Regarded as one of the greatest drummers of all time, Kenney Jones was sought after by a wide variety of the best known and bestselling artists to bring his unique skill into the studio for the recording of classic albums and songs. Gives a vivid description of how he enjoyed the highs, battled the lows, and emerged in one piece. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 359 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

6980228 THE JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE. By Jerry Hopkins. Presents the whole story of his legendary life and career, his virtuosity and madness, his genius and rash to self-destruction, as well as the fierce on-stage battles over his music and image. Photos. 354 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2948842 BECOMING BEYONCE: The Untold Story. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. In this authoritative and exhaustively researched biography, Taraborrelli provides a backstage pass to the making of a true cultural phenomenon. Beyoncé's rise to stardom in the music business, and an absorbing insider account of the birth of a pop culture legend. 16 pages of photos. 494 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $7.95

3721795 BOB DYLAN: The Essential Interviews. Ed. by Jonathan Cott. Features over two dozen of the most significant and revealing conversations with the singer songwriter, gathered in one definitive collection that spans his career from street poet to Nobel Laureate. 524 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $5.95

★ 3697320 BUDDY HOLLY: Learning the Game. By Spencer Leigh. Discusses the importance of this legendary figure through his life, his unique interface and his legacy. Leigh includes fascinating interviews with those who knew him best—his young widow Maria Elena, his band members the Crickets, Des O’Connor who hosted his 1958 tour as well as many of his contemporaries, friends and many others who worked with Buddy. Photos. 251 pages. NickDrider & Grace. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

2931680 QUEEN OF BEBOP: The Musical Lives of Sarah Vaughan. By Elaine M. Hayes. This is the definitive biography of a hugely influential jazz artist. This definitive biography of a hugely influential jazz artist. This honest and intimate treatment of a singular personality updates and corrects the historical record on Vaughan and elevates her status as a jazz great. 16 pages of photos. 419 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

3725944 NEVER BROKEN: Songs Are Only Half the Story. By Jewel. Here Jewel reflects on how she has survived, and how writing songs, poetry, and prose has saved her life many times over. She writes lyrically about the natural wonder of Alaska, about pain and loss, about the healing power of motherhood, and about discovering her own identity. This hardcover volume you'll also find the music that got released in those first five years on five CDs, which also include a few recordings that have never been shared before. Full color. 386 pages. Blue River. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $13.95

6911099 MARY WELLS: The Tumultuous Life of Motown’s First Superstar. By Peter Benjaminson. Tells the whole story of Mary Wells, complete with all the revealing details about her descent into violence, and the drugs in her life—and about her Motown hits that captivated the world. Photos. 304 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $28.95 $30.00

2781123 TESTIMONY. By Robbie Robertson. In this acclaimed, spellbinding memoir, Robbie Robertson emerges as his unique storyteller’s voice to tell the life story of the band that led him to the most of the pivotal events in music history. One of the most beloved songwriters and guitarists of his time, he and his partners in the Band changed the language of rock music. 16 pages of photos, 300 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

2783010 TESTIMONY. By Robbie Robertson. The guitarist and songwriter of The Band weaves a poignant and lyrical memoir, employing his unique storytelling voice to chart his life through some of music history’s most pivotal moments. A chronicle of the time when rock became a way of life, when a generation came of age, and when five friends created a new kind of rock music. 16 pages of photos, some color. HarperCollins. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95


2935554 LIVING LIKE A RUNAWAY: A Memoir. By Lita Ford. Fearless, revealing, and compulsively readable, Ford’s autobiography is the long-awaited memoir of one of rock’s greatest pioneers and fiercest survivors. 16 pages of photos, some color, 262 pages. Day Street. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

2872676 PAUL SIMON: The Life. By Robert Hilburn. An intimate and inspiring narrative that helps us finally understand Paul Simon the person and the artist. Over the past three years, Hilburn has conducted in-depth interviews with scores of Simon’s friends, family, colleagues, and others. The result is a deeply human account of the challenges and sacrifices of a life in music at the highest level. 16 pages of photos, some color. 439 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

2969421 FAMOUS FATHER GIRL: A Memoir of Grace & Up Bernsteins. By Jamie Bernstein. The eldest daughter of Leonard Bernstein mines the emotional depths of her childhood and invites us into her family’s world offering us an intimate meditation on a complex and sometimes troubled man, the famous composer, and the music he created that became the soundtrack to their entwined lives. Photos. 385 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

★ 3708071 DON’T STOP BELIEVIN’. By Olivia Newton-John. For more than five decades, Olivia Newton-John has been one of our most successful and adored entertainers. Now she is sharing her journey, from Melbourne schoolgirl to international superstar, in this deeply personal memoir. Warm, candid, and moving, this is her story, captured in 33 pages of photos and interviews. $33 pages. Color. 334 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

6903916 GARTH BROOKS: The Anthology, Part 1. By W. Zanes. Garth relates the high adventure, his dreams coming true, and his new friendships that he experienced in the first five years of his musical career. This definitive volume you’ll also find the music that got released in those first five years on five CDs, which also include a few recordings that have never been shared before. Full color. 500 pages. Crown. Pub. at $34.95 $5.95
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9613520 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL: My Life with Prince. By Mayte Garcia. Prince’s first wife, long-time muse, the mother of his only child, and the manager of his Prince Power Generation crew, Garcia reveals the inner world of this legendary musician: a life as gorgeous, strange, and surprising as the music it inspired. 16 pages of photos, mostly color. 294 pages. Hatchette. Pub at $27.00 $6.95


6857094 RECKLESS: My Life as a Pretender. By Chrissie Hynde. With fearless candor, sharp humor, and a depth of feeling we’ve come to expect, Hynde tells exactly where she came from and what her crooked, windshield-wipers-down-hollywood nightmare life was like. 312 pages. Doubleday. Pub at $26.95 $5.95

2995530 MY DAMAGE: The Story of a Punk Rock Survivor. By Keith Morris with J. Rulan. Over the course of his forty year career with Black Flag, the Circle Jerks, and OFF!, Morris has battled diabetes, drugs, and alcoholism, and fought to keep his band essential to American culture. White also gives an intimate look at his final days, from his diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease to the fact that helps him endure. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 309 pages. Hyperion. Pub at $27.00 $6.95

3711439 SEX, DRUMS, ROCK’N’ROLL: The Life and Times of Behind the Hits with The Who’s Pete Townshend. By Lol Tolhurst. As lead singer and songwriter for the Velvet Underground and a renowned solo artist, Reed invented alternative rock. Eternally restless for new experiences, Reed continuously reinvented his persona and his sound. DeCurtis tells the story in the words of Townshend, a definitive story of a singular band whose legacy endures many decades. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 353 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub at $29.99 $7.95

2995409 CURED: The Tale of Two Imaginary Boys. By Chris Sullivan. Discover the true story behind the King of Pop. This is the story of Morris’s streets, his scene, and the record industry–and he’s still going strong. 299 pages. Crown. Pub at $34.95 $9.95

6868252 UNCOMMON PEOPLE: The Rise and Fall of the Rock Stars. By David Hepworth. Hepworth zeroes in on defining moments in the lives of forty rock stars from 1937, have profoundly influenced generations of singers, guitarists and songwriters. Yet until now, his short life has been poorly documented. This biography will astonish blues fans worldwide by painting a living, breathing portrait of a man who fought for new experiences, Reed continuously reinvented his persona and his sound. DeCurtis tells the story in the words of Townshend, a definitive story of a singular band whose legacy endures many decades. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 353 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub at $29.99 $7.95

2995409 CURED: The Tale of Two Imaginary Boys. By Chris Sullivan. Discover the true story behind the King of Pop. This is the story of Morris’s streets, his scene, and the record industry–and he’s still going strong. 299 pages. Crown. Pub at $34.95 $9.95

3711439 SEX, DRUMS, ROCK’N’ROLL: The Life and Times of Behind the Hits with The Who’s Pete Townshend. By Lol Tolhurst. As lead singer and songwriter for the Velvet Underground and a renowned solo artist, Reed invented alternative rock. Eternally restless for new experiences, Reed continuously reinvented his persona and his sound. DeCurtis tells the story in the words of Townshend, a definitive story of a singular band whose legacy endures many decades. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 353 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub at $29.99 $7.95

2995409 CURED: The Tale of Two Imaginary Boys. By Chris Sullivan. Discover the true story behind the King of Pop. This is the story of Morris’s streets, his scene, and the record industry–and he’s still going strong. 299 pages. Crown. Pub at $34.95 $9.95

3711439 SEX, DRUMS, ROCK’N’ROLL: The Life and Times of Behind the Hits with The Who’s Pete Townshend. By Lol Tolhurst. As lead singer and songwriter for the Velvet Underground and a renowned solo artist, Reed invented alternative rock. Eternally restless for new experiences, Reed continuously reinvented his persona and his sound. DeCurtis tells the story in the words of Townshend, a definitive story of a singular band whose legacy endures many decades. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 353 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub at $29.99 $7.95
Musicians, Singers & Pop Artists


2850078 STAN LEVEY: Jazz Heavyweight. By Frank R. Hayde. 32 pages of photos, some color. 224 pages. Santa Monica Press. Pub. at $24.95


4588312 PLAY ON: Now, Then, and Fleetwood Mac. By Mick Fleetwood & A. Bozza. 32 pages of photos, many color. 344 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00


6877966 ROCK MONSTER: My Life with Joe Walsh. By Kristin Casey, Illus. 364 pages. Rare Bird Books. Pub. at $25.95


2838502 LOU REED: A Life. By Anthony DeCurtis. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 16 pages of photos, some color. 757 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $34.00


5699762 ON THE ROAD WITH JANIS JOPLIN. By John Byrne Cooke. Photos. 414 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.95


6961707 JASCHA HEIFETZ: Early Years in Russia. By Galina Kopytova. Well Illus. 475 pages. inUP. Pub. at $34.00
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5774799 CALL THE MIDWIFE: A Memoir of Birth, Joy, and Hard Times. By Jennifer Worth. At the age of 22, Jennifer Worth was recruited by Operation Chalice to bring her abusers to justice. The story of a young woman groomed and abused by an Asian sex ring, but who was recruited by Operation Chalice to bring her abusers to justice. Of a young woman groomed and abused by an Asian sex ring, but who was recruited by Operation Chalice to bring her abusers to justice. 

369720 THE WEIGHT OF BEING: How I Satisfied My Hunger for Happiness. By Kara Richardson Whitely. Whitely thought she could do anything she wanted, but when everything she believed turns out to be an illusion. 260 pages. Plume. Pub. at $25.00. $4.95

3862069 BETWEEN BREATHS: A Memoir of Panic and Addiction. By Elizabeth Vargas. The story of Vargas's lifelong battle with anxiety which then led to a battle with alcoholism. Here she recreates the nightmare of enduring a hidden psychological torture and a secret chemical addiction--her odyssey of illness, isolation, and recovery. Photos. 243 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00. $5.95

3693649 WALLIS IN LOVE: The Untold Life of the Duchess of Windsor, the Woman Who Changed the Monarchy. By Andrew Morton. Using diary entries, letters, and other never before seen records, this fascinating biography offers a fresh perspective of Wallis Simpson. A dramatic adventures in Washington, China, and her entrance into the strange wonderland that is London society. Morton reveals a complex, domineering woman striving to determine her own life. 16 pages of photos. 386 pages. Central. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $3.95

2977109 WALLIS IN LOVE: The Untold Life of the Duchess of Windsor, the Woman Who Changed the Monarchy. By Andrew Morton. Going beyond Wallis Simpson's infamous persona, Morton reveals a complex, dominating woman struggling to determine her journey from a hard-nosed gold-digger to charming chateleine, we meet an extraordinary array of characters, many who smoothed the way for her dalliance with the king of England. Edward VIII. 16 pages of photos. 386 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

3697673 BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West. By Matthew Dennison. Dennison reveals a renegade, brave, and charismatic woman. From a lonely childhood of privilege in her family house, Knole, to a celebrated and affectionate marriage—stuffed with homosexual affairs— to the solace Vita found in nature and gardening and the eventual seclusion of her tower at Sissinghurst. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $29.99. $16.95

2978546 NURSE, COME YOU HERE! More True Stories of a Country Nurse on a Scottish Isle. By Mary J. MacLeod. The anecdotes in this volume take us to the end of Mary's stay on Papavray, after which the MacLeod family left for California. Once again we meet the crofters Archie, Mary, and Fergie and other friends. We see once more, a nurse's compassion that meets Gaelic diary entries, letters, and other never before seen records, this fascinating biography offers a fresh perspective of Wallis Simpson. A dramatic adventures in Washington, China, and her entrance into the strange wonderland that is London society. Morton reveals a complex, domineering woman striving to determine her own life. 16 pages of photos. 386 pages. Central. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $3.95

2976977 BELIEVE ME: My Battle with the Invisible Disability of Lyme Disease. By Yolanda Hadid with M. Bender. In this moving, behind the scenes memoir, Yolanda opens up about suffering from late-stage Lyme disease, an illness that is an undeniable epidemic and more debilitating than anyone realizes. Hadid reveals intimate details of her journey to find answers for herself and two of her children who also suffer from Lyme. 32 pages of color photos. 302 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99. $16.95

2985566 INVISIBLE: The Forgotten Story of the Black Woman Lawyer Who Took Down America's Most Powerful Mobster. By Stephen L. Carter. She was black, a woman, a prosecutor, and the granddaughter of slaves, as unlike a combination as one could imagine in the 1930s. Moving, haunting, and as fast paced as a novel, this work tells the true story of a woman who often found her path blocked by the social and political expectations of her time. 410 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $3.95

2970106 A BEAUTIFUL, TERRIBLE THING: A Memoir of Marriage and Betrayal. By Jen Waite. A memoir of incredible power. Waite's story is a hardening and inspiring account of a woman who finds a strength she never knew she had when everything she believed turns out to be an illusion. 260 pages. Plume. Pub. at $25.00. $4.95

6897303 BETWEEN BREATHS: A Memoir of Panic and Addiction. By Elizabeth Vargas. The story of Vargas's lifelong battle with anxiety which then led to a battle with alcoholism. Here she recreates the nightmare of enduring a hidden psychological torture and a secret chemical addiction--her odyssey of illness, isolation, and recovery. Photos. 243 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00. $5.95

6996096 WALLIS IN LOVE: The Untold Life of the Duchess of Windsor, the Woman Who Changed the Monarchy. By Andrew Morton. Going beyond Wallis Simpson's infamous persona, Morton reveals a complex, dominating woman struggling to determine her journey from a hard-nosed gold-digger to charming chateleine, we meet an extraordinary array of characters, many who smoothed the way for her dalliance with the king of England. Edward VIII. 16 pages of photos. 386 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

3694720 THE WEIGHT OF BEING: How I Satisfied My Hunger for Happiness. By Kara Richardson Whitely. Whitely thought she could do anything she wanted, but when everything she believed turns out to be an illusion. 260 pages. Plume. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

3837641 RAISING TRUMP: Family Values from America's First Mother. By Ivana Trump. With unprecedented access to Ivana and Donald Trump, before told stories of what it was like to raise three children in New York City while the whole world watched. With the help of Donald Jr., Ivanka, and Eric, she paints a vivid picture of how she and Donald worked together in business and in politics to create a reputation of success and reliability. Behind the scenes, Ivana reveals a woman who is more than just a name on a marriage certificate. She's a fighter, a driven person who has spent her entire life pursuing her goals. 293 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

3149145 SONIA SOTOMAYOR: A Biography. By Sylvia Mendosa. As one of the most influential justices on the current Supreme Court, this biography of Sotomayor comes at a time when the Court is more important than ever. In order to understand how Justice Sotomayor will address the challenges that face her, take a look back and consider the experiences that shaped her, and the events that shook her. 112 pages. Zest. Pub. at $10.99. $3.95

3019079 AMERICAN HOMES: A Search for Place. By Mary Jane Jacob. American Homes: A Search for Place. Jacob takes readers behind the scenes of popular homes across the country, visiting architectural masterpieces and ordinary houses to uncover the stories behind them. From a rambling lake house to a minimalist city apartment, Jacob explores the unique stories behind each home. 302 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

281352X FAST INTO THE NIGHT: A Woman, Her Dogs, and Their Journey North on the Iditarod Trail. By Debbie Clarke Moderow. Not your average musher, Moderow found herself less than 200 yards from the finish line when her dogs decided they didn't want to run anymore. An exquisitely written memoir of a dog's journey and of the woman who puts herself in that place between danger and duty, and soldiers on. Photos. 262 pages. HMH. Pub. at $25.00. $5.95


586609X CRITICAL CARE: A New Nurse Faces Death, Life, and Everything in Between. By Theresa Brown. With great compassion and a disarming sense of humor, Brown shares her untold stories of courage and triumphs of her patients and comes to realize that caring for a patient means much more than simply treating a disease. Deeply moving and sobering, her story sheds light on the issues of medicine and culture. 300 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $8.95

8803520 ARMED & DANGEROUS: Memoirs of a Chicago Policewoman. By Gina Gallo. An endowed police officer becomes a female police officer in Chicago's sixteen-year journey from day one at the Police Academy to her difficult assignments on Chicago's dangerous West Side. Gallo offers a gritty account of the darker side of the city, giving readers a subjective inside view of what it's like to patrol some of the world's 410 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95


3701069 A BEAUTIFUL, TERRIBLE THING: A Memoir of Marriage and Betrayal. By Jen Waite. A memoir of incredible power. Waite's story is a hardening and inspiring account of a woman who finds a strength she never knew she had when everything she believed turns out to be an illusion. 260 pages. Plume. Pub. at $25.00. $4.95
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6551376 GOOD CHINESE WIFE: A Love Affair with China Gone Wrong. By Susan Blumberg-Kason. In her riveting memoir, Blumberg-Kason, a shy Midwesterner, recount her struggle to be the perfect traditional "Chinese" wife to her increasingly controlling and abusive Chinese husband. Moving between rural China and the bustling cities of Hong Kong and San Francisco, this is an eye-opening account of marriage and family in contemporary China and America. 340 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3149579 SISTERS FIRST: Stories from Our Wild and Wonderful Life. By J.B. Hager & B.P. Bush. The former first daughters share intimate scenes of their lives, from the Texas countryside to the storied halls of the White House and beyond. 24 pages of color photos. 238 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

2911531 DAMAGE DONE: A Mountie’s Secret, Forbidden Universe of Pleasure and Privilege. By Deanna Lennox. A former RCMP officer courageously shares her story of job-induced trauma, anger and disillusionment and reveals the events that eventually pushed her mind, body and spirit to the breaking point. But this is also the story of how an angry and bitter cop transformed herself into a helpful healer. It also uncovers the psychological wounds she incurred in the line of duty. 247 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $30.99 $4.95

2949040 DOWN CITY: A Daughter’s Story of Love, Memory, and Murder. By Leah Carroll. A raw, wrenching memoir of a broken family and an indelible portrait of Rhode Island, a state where the ghosts of mafia kingpins live alongside the feisty, stubborn people working hard just to get by. It’s the story of a resilient young woman’s determination, her journey to a fresh, true truth. 228 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95

6909361 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, VOLUME 3, 1939-1962: The War Years and After. By Blanche Wiesen Cook. The third and final volume in this comprehensive biography series takes the reader through WWII, Franklin Roosevelt’s death, the founding of the United Nations, and Eleanor Roosevelt’s death in 1962. Cook follows the arc of war and the evolution of a marriage, and offers readers hope and ideas for how one can transition from victim to survivor. 298 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

2826666 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, VOLUME 3: The War Years and After 1939-1962. By Blanche Wiesen Cook. The third and final volume in this comprehensive biography series takes the reader through WWII, Franklin Roosevelt’s death, the founding of the United Nations, and Eleanor Roosevelt’s death in 1962. It follows the arc of war and the evolution of a marriage, and offers readers hope and ideas for how one can transition from victim to survivor. 298 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

2911442 BITE ME: How Lyme Disease Stole My Childhood, Made Me Crazy, and Almost Killed Me. By Ally Hilfiger. Shares the heartbreaking and sometimes hilarious story about Hilfiger’s journey from sickness to health. Here she also offers readers hope and ideas for how one can transition from victim to survivor. 298 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

6722695 MY GRANDFATHER WOULD HAVE SHOT ME: A Black Woman Discovers Her Family’s Nazi Past. By J. Teeg & N. Sellmair. When Teeg, a German-Nigerian woman, happened to pluck a library book from the shelf, she had no idea that her life would be changed forever. Recognizing photos of her mother and grandmother, she discovers a horrifying fact: Her grandfather was the vicious Nazi commandant Amon Goeth. She learns of his terrifying history and its devastating ramifications in her powerful personal story. Photos. 230 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 2835126 FETISH GIRL: A Memoir of Sex, Domination, and Motherhood. By Bella LaVeY. When Bella was a single mother faced with an unfulfilling job, she took a radical Christian decision to become a dominatrix. She sets off a series of events that lead her through the bizarre worlds of erotic wrestling, BDSM, performance art, addiction, and a deeply dangerous relationship. A true story of one woman’s dramatic transition from victim to survivor. 272 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

6774628 TRIALS OF THE EARTH: The True Story of a Pioneer Woman. By Mary Mann Hamilton. The first-hand account of a remarkable woman who founded the first center for lunar studies in the South, surviving floods, tornadoes, and fires, facing bears, panthers, and snakes; managing a boardinghouse in Arkansas; and running a logging camp. 702 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

2890364 A WARRIOR OF THE PEOPLE: How Susan La Flesche Overcame Racial and Gender Inequality to Become America’s First Indian Doctor. By Trudy Ronan. This is the story of an Omaha woman who effectively became the chief of an entrenched patriarchal tribe, the story of a woman who crashed through thick walls of ethnic, racial, and gender prejudice, then spent the rest of her life using a unique bicultural identity to improve the lot of her people. Photos. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 $8.95

6838790 THE GIRL WHO ESCAPED ISIS: This Is My Story. By F. Khalaf & A.C. Hoffmann. As a young Yazidi woman, Khalaf was living a normal, sheltered life in northern Iraq when her village was suddenly attacked by ISIS. In unprecedented detail, she shows how she survived ISIS, emerged from their control, and finally made her courageous flight to freedom in this astonishing memoir. 225 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

3728547 FREEDOM: My Book of Firsts. By Jaycee Dugard. At the age of eleven Jaycee was abducted from a school bus stop and was missing for more than eighteen years. Now she tells the story of her first experiences after her years in captivity: the joys that accompanied her new found freedom and the challenges of making choices for herself. Photos. 247 pages. S&S. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95

6921863 LESSONS FROM THE PRAIRIE. By Melissa Francis. Broadcast journalist Melissa Francis shares behind the scenes stories from the set of Little House on the Prairie, as well as inspirational and practical life lessons she learned from the show’s dynamic creator, Michael Landon, that have echoed throughout her adult life. 260 pages. Wiley. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3706036 TRUE STORIES FROM AN UNRELIABLE EYEWITNESS: A Feminist Coming of Age. By Christine Lahti. A fiercely intelligent, hilarious, and deeply feminist collection of interrelated personal stories that reveal we’re all unreliable eyewitnesses when it comes to our deeply personal memories. Photos. 280 pages. W&N. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95
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2815117 TRIALS OF THE EARTH: The True Story of a Pioneer Woman. By Mary Marin Hamilton. An astonishing first-person account of a pioneering woman, her brave marriage, the world of blood, tragedy, and a pitiless wilderness where she and her family faced floods, tornadoes, fires, bears, panthers, and snakes—all to establish and protect her home in the Aman Sand. 318 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

★ 2835533 BECOMING. By Michelle Obama. Narrating with grace, good humor, and uncommon candor, Michelle Obama provides a vivid account of her youth, college years, career and the early years of her time in the White House. She provides a unique, inside look behind the scenes of how her family’s history-making launch into the global limelight as well as their life inside the White House. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 426 pages. Crown. Pub. at $32.30. $24.95

6863445 CATHERINE THE GREAT: Portrait of a Woman. By Robert K. Massie. The author of Peter the Great, Nicholas and Alexandra; and The Romanovs returns with another masterpiece of narrative biography, the extraordinary story of an obscure young German princess who traveled to Russia at fourteen and became, for over three decades, the most powerful woman in history. Illus., most color. 639 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $5.95

372476X JOAN OF ARC AND THE GREAT PITY OF THE LAND OF FRANCE. By Moya Longstaff. By focusing on the original sources and rare documents to link together the story of La Pucelle (the maid) alive and confronts the most difficult questions: was she deluded, unbalanced, fraudulent—or indeed a great visionary to be compared to Catherine of Siena or Francis of Assisi? Illus., some in color. 416 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $31.95. $9.95


6573940 SYLVIA, QUEEN OF THE HEADHUNTERS: An Eccentric Englishwoman and Her Lost Kingdom. By Philip Eade. Also known as the Empress of Sarawak, Sylvia of the Old White Rajah, was the wife of Sir Vyner Brooke, last White Rajah, whose family had ruled the jungle kingdom of Sarawak on Borneo for three generations. Charting the end of an unusual chapter of British colonial rule, Eade’s biography offers a fascinating look at the wild and debauched world of a woman desperate to maintain power. 243 pages. Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $6.95

2934787 THE SENATOR NEXT DOOR. By Amy Klobuchar. A fascinating story about how the girl next door decided to enter the fray and make a difference. At a moment when America’s government often seems incapable of getting anything done, Klobuchar proves that politics is still the art of the possible. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 356 pages. Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

★ 6859798 SAVING DANNY. By Cathy Glass. It was a dark, cold winter’s evening when foster care gave, Cathy Glass, carried little Danny to her car. He was petrified and clung to her in desperation. He didn’t understand why he was being sent away, from a mother who could no longer cope with his behavior, and from his father who had rejected him for being different. 312 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

★ 6859712 GIRL ALONE. By Cathy Glass. A foster caregiver, Cathy Glass, shares another story of a child in her care. When Joss came to the author, she was angry, upset and confused. Four years of feeling like her life belonged to someone else. The baby was smoking, drinking, stealing, in trouble with the police and at school. Time was running out and Glass was her last chance. 316 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

★ 6859755 CAN I LET YOU GO? By Cathy Glass. Faye, aged twenty-four, was more like a child. With learning difficulties, she was gentle, kind and thoughtful but highly vulnerable. She was also pregnant. Cathy’s role as foster care giver was to look after her until the birth of the baby, when it would be placed for adoption. No one was prepared for the challenges of looking after a young mother, along the way. 312 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95


3716787 THE CREATION OF ANNE BOLEYN: In Search of the Tudors’ Most Notorious Queen. By Susan Bordo. Part biography, part cultural history, Bordo offers a fascinating reconstruction of Anne’s life and an illuminating look at her role in the popular imagination. Drawing on scholarship and interrogating the scant but critical primary sources, she probes the complexities of one of history’s most infamous relationships. Illus. 424 pages. Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

6859887 SCARED SELFLESS: My Journey from Abuse and Madness to Surviving and Thriving. By Michelle Stevens. In this harrowing memoir, Stevens, who was inspired to help others heal by a psychotherapist, sheds light on the road that led her to child sexual abuse, the subsequent psychological effects, and the best methods for victims to overcome their ordeal and thrive. 292 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00. $4.95

3705981 THE NINETY-NINE Glimpses of Queen Elizabeth II. By Robert K. Massie. The author of Catherine the Great: Portrait of a Queen. In search of the Tudors’ Most Notorious Queen. By Susan Bordo. Part biography, part cultural history, Bordo offers a fascinating reconstruction of Anne’s life and an illuminating look at her role in the popular imagination. Drawing on scholarship and interrogating the scant but critical primary sources, she probes the complexities of one of history’s most infamous relationships. Illus. 424 pages. Holt. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

6859755 CAN I LET YOU GO? By Cathy Glass. Faye, aged twenty-four, was more like a child. With learning difficulties, she was gentle, kind and thoughtful but highly vulnerable. She was also pregnant. Cathy’s role as foster care giver was to look after her until the birth of the baby, when it would be placed for adoption. No one was prepared for the challenges of looking after a young mother, along the way. 312 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95
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**6570720 MOTHER MARY MCGRORY: The Trailblazing ﬁshing Bird of the Kennedy Family.** By Kathy McKeon. Jackie Kennedy’s personal assistant for thirteen years beginning in 1964, McKeon gives us a rare and engrossing look at the life of one of the most famous women of the twentieth century. This is also the story of a young woman ﬁnding her identity and footing in a new country, along with the help of the most elegant woman in America. Photos, most in color. 309 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

**281482X JACKIE’S GIRL: My Life with the Kennedy Family.** By Kathy McKeon. Jackie Kennedy’s personal assistant for thirteen years beginning in 1964, McKeon gives us a rare and engaging look at the private life of one of the most famous women of the twentieth century. This is also the story of a young woman ﬁnding her identity and footing in a new country, along with the help of the most elegant woman in America. Photos, most in color. 309 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

**3725839 FINDING MAGIC: A Spiritual Memoir.** By Sally Quinn. A journalist, television commentator, and longtime Washington insider reveals the secrets she has learned in her life. Quinn brings to light how each of us can ﬁnd magic all along the way. 16 pages of photos, some color. 416 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $28.99 $3.95

**5739618 HOPE: A Memoir of Survival in Cleveland.** By Amanda Berry et al. For the ﬁrst time, Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus, held captive in a Cleveland home for more than a decade, tell their harrowing story of survival. Pub. at $22.99 $12.95

**2958741 JOY: Poet, Seeker, and the Woman Who Captivated C. S. Lewis.** By Santamaria. Joy Davidman is known around the world as an activist and athlete who could best be understood as a spiritual quest. Throughout this radiant and intimate memoir, Quinn brings to light how each of us can ﬁnd magic all along the way. 16 pages of photos, some color. 416 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $28.99 $3.95

**2908625 PURE: Inside the Evangelical Church That Shamed a Generation of Young Women and How I Broke Free.** By Linda Kay Klein. In the 1990s, the purity movement emerged within the white evangelical Christian culture. Purity rings, purity pledges, and purity ball dances were a dangerous message about potential sexual “stumbling blocks” for boys and men. Klein pulls back the curtain on the secret lives of evangelical girls like herself who were traumatized by this. 340 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**2811795 RED STAR TATTOO: My Life as a Girl Revolutionary.** By Sonja Larsen. Larsen’s childhood is one in which family members come and go and where freedom is both a gift and a burden. Escaping the instability, she arrives in Brooklyn at sixteen and is soon drawn into an organization known publicly as the National Committee to Un-American Activities and privately as the Communist Party USA Provisional Wing. This is the story of her unusual life. Photos. 263 pages. Vintage. At $15.95 $4.95

**2988686 LITTLE SISTER: A Memoir.** By Patricia Walsh Chadwick. Imagine an eighteen year old American girl who has never read a newspaper, watched television, or made a phone call—and this is the 1960s. Separated from her parents and forbidden to speak to them, Patricia grows up in a cult called the Slaves of the Immaculate Heart of Mary. This is her true story. 324 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

**2877872 GONE: A Girl, a Violin, a Life Unstrung.** By Min Kym. In this lucid and transfixing memoir, Kym reckons with the space left by the death of her prized 1996 Stradivarius violin. She sees with new eyes her past as a child prodigy, with its isolation and crushing expectations; her combustible relationships with teachers and with a domineering boyfriend; and her navigations of sex, love, and identity. 227 pages. Crown. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

**2894823 CAN’T NOTHING BRING ME DOWN: Chasing Myself in the Race Against Time.** By Ida Keeling with A. Diggis. The ﬁrst woman in history to complete a 100-meter run at the age of 100, Ida is known around the world as an activist and athlete who could best be understood as a spiritual quest. Throughout this radiant and intimate memoir, Quinn brings to light how each of us can ﬁnd magic all along the way. 16 pages of photos, some color. 199 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

---

**3714055 MANY LOVE: A Memoir of Polyamory and Finding Love(s).** By Susan Page. Based on more than one hundred interviews with Bush friends and family members, and hours of conversation with Mrs. Bush herself in the ﬁnal six months of her life, Page delivers a groundbreaking biography that is certain to cement Barbara Bush as one of the most unique and inﬂuential women in America’s political history. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $3.95


**2994363 THE MATRIARCH: Barbara Bush and the Making of an American Dynasty.** By Susan Page. Based on more than one hundred interviews with Bush friends and family members, and hours of conversation with Mrs. Bush herself in the ﬁnal six months of her life, Page delivers a groundbreaking biography that is certain to cement Barbara Bush as one of the most unique and inﬂuential women in America’s political history. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $3.95

**1995724 WONDERFUL ADVENTURES OF MRS SEACOLE IN MARYLANDS.** By M. Seacole. A captivating tale of the sick and wounded of the Crimean War. Mary Seacole possessed a voice in this intimate, moving account. 16 pages of photos. 338 pages. Ata. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**2876265 LOULOU & YVES: The Untold Story of La Falaise and the House of Saint Laurent.** By Christopher Petkanas. Features the most important ﬁgures in American life, Mary McCartney reports on the front lines of American politics for five decades from the Army-McCarthy hearings to her Pulitzer-winning coverage of Watergate and her controversial criticism of the Carter Administration. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $3.95

**2935570 MARY MCGORRY: The Trailblazing Columnist Who Stood Washington on Its Head.** By John Norris. Behind the scenes, she ﬂirted, drank, cajepled, and jousted with the most important ﬁgures in American life, Mary McCartney reports on the front lines of American politics for five decades from the Army-McCarthy hearings to her Pulitzer-winning coverage of Watergate and her controversial criticism of the Carter Administration. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $3.95

**2874273 RED STAR TATTOO: My Life as a Girl Revolutionary.** By Sonja Larsen. Larsen’s childhood is one in which family members come and go and where freedom is both a gift and a burden. Escaping the instability, she arrives in Brooklyn at sixteen and is soon drawn into an organization known publicly as the National Committee to Un-American Activities and privately as the Communist Party USA Provisional Wing. This is the story of her unusual life. Photos. 263 pages. Vintage. At $15.95 $4.95

**2858724 WONDERFUL ADVENTURES OF MRS SEACOLE IN MARYLANDS.** By M. Seacole. A captivating tale of the sick and wounded of the Crimean War. Mary Seacole possessed a unique perspective: that of a Victorian-era black woman at a battleﬁeld’s front line. Humorous and tragic by turns, this biography recaptures the voice of a fearless adventurer and humanitarian. 145 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $15.95

**6843824 JACKIE’S GIRL: My Life with the Kennedy Family.** By Kathy McKeon. Jackie Kennedy’s personal assistant for thirteen years beginning in 1964, McKeon gives us a rare and engaging look at the life of one of the most famous women of the twentieth century. This is also the story of a young woman ﬁnding her identity and footing in a new country, along with the help of the most elegant woman in America. Photos, most in color. 309 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

**2838326 CAN’T NOTHING BRING ME DOWN: Chasing Myself in the Race Against Time.** By Ida Keeling with A. Diggis. The ﬁrst woman in history to complete a 100-meter run at the age of 100, Ida is known around the world as an activist and athlete who could best be understood as a spiritual quest. Throughout this radiant and intimate memoir, Quinn brings to light how each of us can ﬁnd magic all along the way. 16 pages of photos, some color. 199 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95
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**2951983 PRETY-SHIELD: Medicine Woman of the Crows.** By Frank B. Linderman. Pretty-shield, the legendary medicine woman of the Crow, tells the startling story of how she learned what it was like to be a medicine woman when the buffalo were still plentiful, and the many changes she experienced as herformerly mobile people were forced to come to terms with the reservation life. Originally published in 1932, 148 pages. Bison. Paperback. $12.95

**2860999 VISIONARY WOMEN: How Rachel Carson, Jane Jacobs, Jane Goodall, and Alice Waters Changed Our World.** By Andrea Barnett. The story of four-renegades who shaped the world we live in today. Together these women showed what one person speaking the truth can do. Carson warned us about poisoning the environment; Goodall demonstrated the kinship between humans and animals; Jacobs fought for livable cities and strong communities; and Waters taught us to reconsider what we eat. $7.95 growing up, 266 pages.

**2866110 PLENTY LADYLIKE: A Memoir.** By Claire McCaskill with T. Ganev. In this candid and forthright memoir, Senator McCaskill describes her life as a senator, from the day she arrived in 2016–and how she survived sexism, made a family, lost a husband, and outsmarted her enemies, while finding joy along the way. Photos, some color. 260 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**2985397 LADY FIRST: The World of First Lady Sarah Polk.** By Amy S. Greenberg. Sarah Polk’s life spanned nearly the entirety of the nineteenth century, and her legacy, which transformed the South, continues to endure. Comprehensive, nuanced, and electrifying, Greenberg reveals a young woman with extraordinary intelligence, charisma, and wit. As a self-confident, charismatic and supremely confident woman, she was able to uncover her mother’s past, Giles relives a story as classic, familiar, dark, and dangerous as any fairy tale. She discovers how this seemingly confident, glamorous woman who was Grace Kelly’s bridesmaid became the mother of a man she knew growing up. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**2894369 THE PINK STEERING WHEEL.** By Amy S. Greenberg. Sarah Polk’s life spanned nearly the entirety of the nineteenth century, and her legacy, which transformed the South, continues to endure. Comprehensive, nuanced, and electrifying, Greenberg reveals a young woman with extraordinary intelligence, charisma, and wit. As a self-confident, charismatic and supremely confident woman, she was able to uncover her mother’s past, Giles relives a story as classic, familiar, dark, and dangerous as any fairy tale. She discovers how this seemingly confident, glamorous woman who was Grace Kelly’s bridesmaid became the mother of a man she knew growing up. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**2951980 NO LIFE FOR A LADY.** By Agnes Morley Cleveland. When Agnes was born in 1850, cattle ranching in the Wild West was a reality, not a cliché. In those days cowboys didn’t know they were pictureque, horse rustlers were to be handled as seemed best on the occasion, and young ladies thought nothing of punching cows and hunting grizzlies in between school terms. Reprint of the edition originally published in 1941. 104 pages. Bison. Paperback. $9.95

**2970023 FEBER: Edna Ferber and Her Circle.** By Julie Gilbert. This enduring biography of the popular writer begins with Ferber’s last years in New York City, exploring the setting in which she did all of her great writing. Gilbert then moves back to Edna’s youth, to her beginnings as a newspaperwoman and finally to her family; her self-effacing father and tyrannical mother. 445 pages. Applause. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**9369896 HOMING INSTINCTS: Early Motherhood on a Midwestern Farm.** By Sarah Menkiedick. In eight vivid essays, Menkiedick tells the story of a traveler come home to the farm, of becoming a mother and raising children in uncertain times. Menkiedick shows how to appreciate the power and beauty of the ordinary and everyday. 256 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $25.00

**2993176 RILEY UNLIKELY: With Simple Childlike Faith, Amazing Things Can Happen.** By Riley Banks-Snyder with L. Vethouse. This is the inspiring story of Riley, who first traveled to Kenya at age thirteen and has been back every year since. Now as a young adult she is raising money to build a learning complex in Kibwezi, Kenya, for those who have nothing. This account will stir you to make a difference in your own world and around the globe. Photos, many in color. 137 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**2854015 A CHEETAH’S TALE.** By Princess Michael of Kent. A wonderful story, beautifully written, of a vanished Africa, of a girl growing up, of a family, lost a husband, and outsmarted her enemies, while finding joy along the way. 256 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

**2289798 BECAUSE WE ARE BAD: OCD and a Devout Catholic.** By Lily Bailey. Beautifully written, this memoir recounts a childhood consumed by obsessive compulsive disorder. As a child, Bailey created a second personality inside herself, to help manifest compulsions that drove every minute of every day. This self transformed life was as a young adult she is raising money to build a learning complex in Kibwezi, Kenya, for those who have nothing. This account will stir you to make a difference in your own world and around the globe. Photos, many in color. 137 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**2948834 ANIMAL, VEGETABLE, MIRACLE, TENTH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: A Year of Food Life.** By Barbara Kingsolver et al. When Kingsolver and her family moved from suburban Arizona to rural Appalachia, they took on a new challenge: to spend a year on a locally produced diet, paying close attention to the provenance of all they consumed. This anniversary edition of their story features a new epilogue by the entire Kingsolver family, and reveals how their project has grown. 416 pages. Harper. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.99

**3687473 SARAH OSBORN’S COLLECTED WRITINGS.** Ed. by Catherine A. Brekus. In thousands of pages of manuscripts, Osborn (1714-1796) chronicled her personal struggles alongside the great events of her age, including the Great Awakening, the French and Indian War, the moral crisis posed by slavery, and the American Revolution. An invaluable resource for understanding the rise of evangelical Christianity. 402 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00

**2951908 THE BRIDESMAID’S DAUGHTER.** By Nicola Tallis. Explores a range of evidence that has never before been used, that unrolls the grim tapestry of Lady Jane Grey’s story, and reveals a young woman with extraordinary intelligence, charisma, and wit. As a self-confident, charismatic and supremely confident woman, she was able to uncover her mother’s past, Giles relives a story as classic, familiar, dark, and dangerous as any fairy tale. She discovers how this seemingly confident, glamorous woman who was Grace Kelly’s bridesmaid became the mother of a man she knew growing up. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99


**3963475 CROWN OF BLOOD: The Deadly Inheritance of Lady Jane Grey.** By Nicola Tallis. Explores a range of evidence that has never before been used, that unrolls the grim tapestry of Lady Jane Grey’s story, and reveals a young woman with extraordinary intelligence, charisma, and wit. As a self-confident, charismatic and supremely confident woman, she was able to uncover her mother’s past, Giles relives a story as classic, familiar, dark, and dangerous as any fairy tale. She discovers how this seemingly confident, glamorous woman who was Grace Kelly’s bridesmaid became the mother of a man she knew growing up. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**2394956 I WAS A SAVAGE: My Life Among the Crows.** By Princess Michael of Kent. A wonderful story, beautifully written, of a vanished Africa, of a girl growing up, of a family, lost a husband, and outsmarted her enemies, while finding joy along the way. 256 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99


**2394956 I WAS A SAVAGE: My Life Among the Crows.** By Princess Michael of Kent. A wonderful story, beautifully written, of a vanished Africa, of a girl growing up, of a family, lost a husband, and outsmarted her enemies, while finding joy along the way. 256 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

**2854015 A CHEETAH’S TALE.** By Princess Michael of Kent. A wonderful story, beautifully written, of a vanished Africa, of a girl growing up, of a family, lost a husband, and outsmarted her enemies, while finding joy along the way. 256 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99


**2394956 I WAS A SAVAGE: My Life Among the Crows.** By Princess Michael of Kent. A wonderful story, beautifully written, of a vanished Africa, of a girl growing up, of a family, lost a husband, and outsmarted her enemies, while finding joy along the way. 256 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99


**2394956 I WAS A SAVAGE: My Life Among the Crows.** By Princess Michael of Kent. A wonderful story, beautifully written, of a vanished Africa, of a girl growing up, of a family, lost a husband, and outsmarted her enemies, while finding joy along the way. 256 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99
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★ 2827913 MADAME BLAVATSKY: The Mother of Modern Spirituality. By Gary Lachman. Offers a thoughtful and clarifying biography of one of the most polarizing figures of alternative spirituality; the occultist Helena Petrovna Blavatsky. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 2826682 EYES ON THE STREET: The Life of Jane Jacobs. By Robert Kanigel. The first full-scale biography of Jacobs, the impressive woman who so profoundly changed the way we think about and live in cities, that this day, her influence can be felt in town planning. Photos. 482 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $4.95

★ 2948885 BLACK LOTUS: A Woman’s Search for Racial Identity. By Sli Lai Abrams. From her humble beginnings in a white, lower-middle class family to a career in modeling that propelled her into the limelight of New York’s high society, Abrams shares her unique and exquisitely wrought account of a woman’s journey toward self-love and acceptance in a family that sought to deny her black heritage. Photos. 350 pages. Gallery. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 2868814 HOLLYWOOD’S EVE: Eve Babitz and the Secret History of L.A. By Lili Anolik. Anolik’s elegant and provocative new study is equal parts biography and detective story. It is also an intimately written book, with its subject: artist, writer, muse, and one woman zeitgeist, Eve Babitz. For Babitz, life was slow days and fast company until a freak fire in the 1970s nearly ended her iconic Hollywood life. 324 pages. McSweeney’s. Pub. at $20.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95

★ 2906611 THE LADY FROM THE BLACK LAGOON: Hollywood Monsters and the Lost Legend of Lon Chaney Jr. By Kat Mora. This narrative uncovers the life and work of Milicent Patrick, one of Disney’s first female animators and the only woman in history to create one of Hollywood’s classic movie monsters. This volume is a celebration of a life spent as a trailblazer, and a tribute to a brilliant artist whose career was cut short. 277 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $29.99. PRICE CUT to $24.99

HarperSquare Press. Pub. at $26.00. PRICE CUT to $15.95

2860066 THE LOST PILOTS: The Spectacular Rise and Scandalous Fall of Aviation’s Golden Couple. By Corey Mears. Based on years of research and full account of adventure, forbidden passion, crime, scandal, and tragedy, this extraordinary true story is brought to vivid life by Mears and is a masterful narrative that firmly establishes both actors and actresses in their rightful place in film history. 307 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $27.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95


★ 2910195 MADDY & ME. By Margaret Mead and is a masterful narrative that firmly establishes her as one of the most influential women of her time. 223 pages. Riverbend. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95


★ 6939597 THE INCEST DIARY. 139 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95


★ 2953781 ROUGH MAGIC: Riding the World’s Loneliest Horse Race. By Lara Prior-Palmer. 274 pages. Catapult. Pub. at $25.00. PRICE CUT to $17.95

★ 2957262 SONATA: A Memoir of Pain and the Piano. By Andrea Avery. 250 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95


★ 2850125 FOUNDER, FIGHTER, SAXON QUEEN: Aethelflaed, Lady of the Mercians. By Margaret C. Jones. 16 pages of illus. 182 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95


★ 6859747 HIDDEN. By Cathy Glass. 350 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. PRICE CUT to $10.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REMARKABLE OKLAHOMA WOMEN</td>
<td>Deborah Bouziden</td>
<td>Potomac Books</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIRGINIA’S REMARKABLE WOMEN, SECOND EDITION</td>
<td>Emilee Hines</td>
<td>Pequot</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMARKABLE ILLINOIS WOMEN</td>
<td>Lyndee Jobe Henderson</td>
<td>Pequot</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMARKABLE FLORIDA WOMEN, SECOND EDITION</td>
<td>E. Lynne Wright</td>
<td>Pequot</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMARKABLE WISCONSIN WOMEN</td>
<td>Breta Garett</td>
<td>Pequot</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMARKABLE WISCONSIN WOMEN</td>
<td>Breta Garett</td>
<td>Pequot</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMARKABLE WISCONSIN WOMEN</td>
<td>Breta Garett</td>
<td>Pequot</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE AGE OF CAESAR</td>
<td>Plutarch</td>
<td>253 pages Potomac Books</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORGOTTEN ROYAL WOMEN</td>
<td>Gary Gilmore</td>
<td>Thames &amp; Sword</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMARKABLE ILLINOIS WOMEN</td>
<td>Lyndee Jobe Henderson</td>
<td>Pequot</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Price Cuts:**
- PRICE CUT to $13.95
- PRICE CUT to $10.95
- PRICE CUT to $4.95
- PRICE CUT to $2.95
- PRICE CUT to $19.95
- PRICE CUT to $27.95
- PRICE CUT to $17.95
- PRICE CUT to $17.95
- PRICE CUT to $16.95
- PRICE CUT to $15.95
- PRICE CUT to $12.95
- PRICE CUT to $9.95
370954X THE LONG HAUL: A Trucker’s Tales of Life on the Road. By Finn Murphy. Dropping out of college to become a long-haul trucker, Murphy recounts with wit and candor the America he has seen change over the decades and the haunting stories of the people he encounters on the job. 229 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $26.99

2991772 LESSONS FROM A DESPERADO POET. By Baxter Black. Part memoir, part how-to, this is a humorous, witty take on making a living by doing the right thing and trying everything. According to Black, success “does not require a genius; it just requires the persistence of a glacier.” Enjoy these tips from America’s cowboy poet on how to carve a life in the West and live with yourself while you do it. Illus. 219 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

8681282 THE EDUCATION OF A CORNERSTONE: Lessons in Investigating Death. By John Bateson. Chronicles the hair-raising and heartbreaking cases of Ken Holmes’s career as the Marin County, California coroner. Provides a fascinating glimpse into the daily life of a public servant whose job confronts fate in all its forms and is essential for society to function. Photos, color, 308 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.00 $16.95

★ 290960X A BOY WITHOUT HOPE. By Casey Watson. Just five years old, Will Miller was found naked and alone playing on a live railway line. Seven years later a turbulent stretch with various foster parents, he comes to Caseysville, Indiana, to live in the home he shared with his demons and show him the love and hope he deserves. But how far will she go to save him? 296 pages. HarperElement. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3702988 A DARK SECRET. By Casey Watson. Just when Casey thinks she has a couple of weeks to herself, she is faced with one of her most challenging cases yet. Determined to get to the root of this young boy’s difficult behavior, Casey begins examining his secret history, and she understands how much farther she has to go. This is 279 pages. HarperElement. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


2998616 THE STRANGER IN THE WOODS: The Extraordinary Story of the Last True Hermit. By Michael Finkel. In 1986, twenty-year-old Christopher Knight drove into rural Maine, abandoned his car, and disappeared into the woods. He would not have a conversation with another person for the next twenty-seven years. A thought-provoking and deeply moving portrait of man determined to live his own way. 203 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 3591283X NEVER TURN YOUR BACK ON AN ANGUS COW: My Life as a Cattleman. By W. Pol with D. Fishel. The star of National Geographic’s hit series The Incredible Dr. Pol shares the honest, heartwarming, and often hilarious stories of his four-decade career as a country vet. Photos. 275 pages. Gotham. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $11.95

★ 2998606 THE NEVER-ENDINGS OF LIVESTOCK-MAN: My Life with Livestock. By D.J. Herda. The riveting story of John Johnson, born in 1824 in New Jersey, who after deserting the U.S. Navy headed west and became a well-known and influential mountain man. Among his many accomplishments, he was a miner, hunter, trapper, bootlegger, and army scout. When it came to western mountain men, no one on earth ever matched the physical prowess or will to survive of John “Livy-Eating” Herda. Photos. 339 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

2859254 THE SECRETS OF MY LIFE. By Caitlyn Jenner with B. Bissinger. Reveals the real Caitlyn Jenner by tracing her long and eventful journey to becoming herself. Filled with incredibly personal and moving stories of struggle and victory, of anxiety and fear, and finally, of surrender and acceptance. 16 pages of photos, some color. 320 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00 $8.95

2871378 NEVER QUIT: From Alaskan Wilderness Rescues to Afghanistan Firefights as an Elite Special Ops PJ. By Jeff Settle & D. Reardon. The true story of how Jimmy Settle, an Alaskan, should have retired, became a Marine helicopter operations rescue jumper and war hero. From death-dealing Alaskan wilderness training and wild rescues to vicious battles against the Taliban in Afghanistan, this is an explosive special operations memoir unlike any other. 16 pages of color photos, 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

370680X PARDON MY HEARSE. By Allan & Greg Abbott. Tells the rags to shround story of how Allan Abbott went from a young man with a hearse to the Funeral driver to the stars. A rollicking story of glamorous funerals where the bodies were corpses, and true-life ups and downs of celebrities at their most revealing moments. Photos. 276 pages. Craven Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

2931648 PAPILLON. By Henri Charriere. This astonishing autobiography was published in France in 1968, more than twenty years after Charriere’s final escape from Devil’s Island, a place from which no one had ever escaped until Papillon. A gripping and ultimately uplifting tale of thirty years of captivity that many de-技术创新，454 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

698888X WALKING TO LISTEN: 4,000 Miles Across America, One Story at a Time. By Andrew Forsthoefel. At 23, Andrew Forsthoefel had just graduated from college, but was unsure what was next. So, he set out on a cross-country journey quest for guidance and everyone he would meet would be his guide. Ultimately, if the stories of others living all along the roads of America that carry this journey about... how a life is made. 371 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $20.00 $7.95

3707385 THE ONLY GIRL IN THE WORLD: A Memoir. By Maude Julien with U. Gauthier. Her telling and moving life story will grip you from the first page and leave you spellbound by its courage and creative power. It is about the courage and creative power of even the most neglected soul. 273 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95


3726002 THE SCARLETT LETTERS: My Secret Year of Men in an L.A. Dungeon. By Jenny Nordbak. Taking us to a place that few have seen but millions have fantasized about, Nordbak reveals how she transformed herself from a University of Southern California grad lacking confidence to an elite professional dominatrix who finds her own voice and accepts for others. 256 pages. Jamaica. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95

2874679 LEAVING CLOUD 9: The True Story of a Life Resurrected from the Ashes of Poverty, Trauma, and Mental Illness. By Ericka Andersen. Cloud 9 is a trailer park in a shabby southwestern town. The residents of this flea circus, reeking of growing out and acceptance. 16 pages of photos, some color. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $29.66 $3.95

See more titles at erhbcc.com/802
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16 pages of color photos. 307 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

219.95

2941972 HALFWAY: A Memoir. By Tom Macber. The story of Macber’s odyssey through a series of boys’ homes and recovery programs, where he and the other reckless inhabitants battle to stay sober, to stay alive, to survive. A story of a damaged, extraordinary boy finding his way through friendship, hope, and redemption. 273 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.00

7.95


...


18.95

2936445 KISSING THE SHOW: The Story Behind the Story of the Legendary Kissing Show. By John G. Neihart. For Dilip it is the beginning of a nightmare. A story of a young man’s unraveling and the semblance of a stable life. A bravely honest, darkly funny struggle to claw his way back to sanity, regain his identity, and rebuild some of the friends he once had. 309 pages. Norton. Pub. at $14.95

11.95

2890101 I AM PERHAPS DYING: The Medical Biography of Spinal Tuberculosis Hidden in the Civil War Diary of LeRoy Wiley Gresham. By Dennis A. Rasbach. An invalid teenager, LeRoy Wiley Gresham was born into a slave-holding Georgia family in 1898, Clarence “Cap” Cornish grew up in Fort Wayne, Indiana, and became a pilot whose life spanned all but five years of the Century of Progress. When his health began to falter, and Dr. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

9.95

2874652 KIDNAPPED BY THE TALIBAN: A Story of Terror, Hope, and Rescue by SEAL Team Six. By Dilip Joseph with J. Lund. December 5, 2012. American medical Dr. Dilip Joseph and two colleagues are driving back to Kabul, Afghanistan after serving at a rural clinic, when a man waving an AK-47 blocks their path. Fate is failing him is the beginning of a nightmare, the account of a young man’s unraveling and the relationship that saves him. 278 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $27.00

PRICE CUT to $3.95

2462546 KIDNAPPED BY THE TALIBAN: A Story of Terror, Hope, and Rescue by SEAL Team Six. By Dilip Joseph with J. Lund. In December 2012, American medical doctor Dilip Joseph and two colleagues are driving back to Kabul, Afghanistan after serving at a rural clinic, when a man waving an AK-47 blocks their path. Fate is failing him is the beginning of a nightmare, the account of a young man’s unraveling and the relationship that saves him. 278 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $27.00

PRICE CUT to $3.95

2905965 GORILLA AND THE BIRD. By Zack McDermott. The story of McDermott’s free-fall into psychosis and his desperate, poignant, often darkly funny struggle to claw his way back to sanity, regain his identity, and rebuild some of the friends he once had. 309 pages. Norton. Pub. at $14.95

9.95

2786850 UNDER THE SAME SKY: From Starvation in North Korea to Salvation in America by Joseph Kim with S. Tally. An unforgettable true story of love, loss, and redemption. A man on the inside of the tragic scar of women had a man to “marry anything that got off the train,” of the droughts, the storms, the wind, the isolation. Reprinted from the original edition published in 1935. Illus. 424 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

...

16 pages of color photos. 307 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

219.95

2826333 PATRIOT OR TRAITOR: The Life and Death of Sir Walter Raleigh. By Anna Beer. A writer, poet, soldier, politician, courtier, spy and explorer, Sir Walter Raleigh has lived an extraordinary life. Among his many adventures, he led an extended tale of bargaining, failure, and betrayal. Through the Elizabethan golden age and Raleigh’s famous adventures to the final act, Beer presents Raleigh’s stranger than fiction life in all its richness. Color illus. 317 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $27.95

21.95


12.95

2900563 GORILLA AND THE BIRD. By Zack McDermott. The story of McDermott’s free-fall into psychosis and his desperate, poignant, often darkly funny struggle to claw his way back to sanity, regain his identity, and rebuild some of the friends he once had. 309 pages. Norton. Pub. at $14.95

9.95

2978035 ON CALL IN THE ARCTIC: A Doctor’s Pursuit of Life, Love, and Miracles in the Alaskan Frontier. By Sima An. An extraordinary memoir recounting the adventures of a young doctor in Nome, Alaska, confronting racism and overcoming cultural prejudices and hostility from those who would rather see him sent packing. Sima reveals the thrills and the tensions, from the medicine when he made his way against the odds to help those in need. 16 pages of color photos. 307 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without Sound.</td>
<td>Charlie Engle</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>Scribner</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2890135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin's.</td>
<td></td>
<td>248</td>
<td>S&amp;S</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2949407</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fight for Cumberland Island.</td>
<td>Will Harlan</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>Grove</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2865750</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How a Father Saved His Son.</td>
<td>C.E. Chambers &amp; P.H. Carlson</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>Sourcebooks</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2784688</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MAN WHO WALKED BACKWARD: An American Dreamer’s Search for Meaning in the Great Depression.</td>
<td>Ben Montgomery</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>Alfred</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2794012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2936763</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMANCHE JACK STILWELL: Army Scout and Plainsman.</td>
<td>C.E. Chambers &amp; Ph. Carlson</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>UOPK</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2951142</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SECRETS OF MY LIFE.</td>
<td>ByIncluding</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>Macmillan</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297925X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2853884</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2875812</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE 100 LIVES OF UNTAMED: The Wildest Woman in America and the Visionary Publisher, an Empire-builder, an Avatar of the Skies.</td>
<td>By Torey Hayden</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2890127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Story behind one of America’s iconic hot dog empires.</td>
<td>Blaine L. Pardee</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6818951</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BAD BOY: Bert Hall—Aviator and Mercenary of the Skies.</td>
<td>By Blaine L. Pardee</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2835481</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A PERFECT UNION OF CONTRARY THINGS.</td>
<td>By Marcella Biggs</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>Backbeat Books</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3703304</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAY &amp; JOAN: The Man Who Made the McDonald’s Fortune and the Woman Who Gave It All Away.</td>
<td>By Lisa Napoli</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>St. Martin’s</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2794632</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My 544 Days in an Iranian Prison.</td>
<td>By Jason Rezaian</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>Anchor</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2777582</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRISONER: The Man Who Saved His Son.</td>
<td>By Craig Hayman</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3726812</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMOUS NATHAN: A Family Saga of Coney Island, the American Dream, and the Search for the Perfect Hot Dog.</td>
<td>By Torey Hayden</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2813041</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MAN WHO WALKED FORWARD: An American Dreamer’s Search for Meaning in the Great Depression.</td>
<td>By Ben Montgomery</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>Alfred</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2883414</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Perfectly Whole: A Memoir of Life and the Responsibility of Following Your True Life’s Path as a Protector of Others, No Matter What the Cost.</td>
<td>By Marc Lonergan-Hertel</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278998X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5880025 TRUMP: A Graphic Biography. By Tim O'Brien. This riveting account of America's most popular presidential candidate traces the lives of Samuel, Marcus and Henri Deterting, the men who teamed up to form Royal Dutch Shell and chart the course for Standard Oil, beating the world's richest man at his own game. 273 pages. Riverbound. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3713788 BARNUM: An American Life. By Robert Wilson. The author tells a gripping story in this biography, one that is imbued with the same buxom spirit found in the man himself. Wilson adeptly makes the case for B. Barnum’s place among the icons of American history, as a figure who represented and created a distinctly American sense of optimism and industriousness, humor, and relentless energy. 16 pages of photos. 341 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

2949121 FRED MEIJER: Stories of His Life. By B. Smith & L. Hamsel. This retailing pioneer covers his life with a unique intimacy. The biography, told in part by the people in Fred’s life—from store cashiers to American presidents, Astute businessman, visionary art patron, homespun philosopher—Fred is a man of many parts. Well-illustrated, some in color. 332 pages. Library of Congress. Paperback. Pub. at $11.00 $5.95

2935651 SING TO ME. By Sarah McNelis. The author tells a gripping story in this biography, one that is imbued with the insatiable appetite for life and style that proves that sometimes you have to dream big to make it big. 32 pages of photos. 337 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00 $10.95

2935449 DISTILLED: A Memoir of Family, Seagram, Baseball, and Philanthropy. By Charles Bronfman with H. Green. Chronicles the key events in the life of an heir to one of Canada’s great fortunes. Bronfman reflects on all of it: his relationship with his parents and his brother Edgar; working in the family business; landing Canada’s first league franchise; and living a philanthropic life by promoting Canadian identity through Heritage Minutes. 24 pages of photos. 348 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

2895343 THE TRUMP FACTOR: Unlocking the Secrets Behind the Trump Empire. By Brad Thomas. Donald J. Trump has a powerful combative style and unparalleled persuasiveness—among innumerable other tools—to create a masterpiece business and an unparalleled one-man, one-name branding industry. 190 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

2953737 AMERICAN DREAMER: My Life in Fashion & Business. By Tommy Hilfiger with P. Knobler. In this tale of grit and glamour, setbacks and comebacks, the business and pop culture icon shares his extraordinary life story for the first time in his own words, with honesty, humor, and the insatiable appetite for life and style that proves that sometimes you have to dream big to make it big. 32 pages of photos. 337 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $2.95

2916541 THE BIOGRAPHY OF F. AUGUSTUS HEINZE: Copper King at War. By Sarah McNeilis. Seeking fame and fortune, Heinz e arrived in Butte, Montana. From the richest hills on earth to the richest hills on Earth, the story of how his brilliant talent for mining, and his shrewd understanding of mining law, helped him succeed in becoming a Copper King. 16 pages of photos. 273 pages. Riverbound. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

2951746 THE HORSE LOVER: A Cowboy’s Quest to Save the Wild Mustangs. By H. Alan Day with L.W. Sneyd. After purchasing his third ranch, containing some 35,000 prairie grassy acres, Day decided to establish a sanctuary for untadatable wild horses previously warehoused by the Bureau of Land Management. After successfully lobbying Congress, these acres became Mustang Meadows Ranch, the first government sponsored wild horse sanctuary established in the U.S. Photos. 248 pages. Bison. Pub. at $24.95

6862599 JESSE LIVERMORE, BOY PLUNGER: The Man Who Sold America Short in 1929. By Tom Rublyon. Livermore became famous in the summer of 1929 when most people believed that the stock market would continue to grow forever—but he didn’t. When the Dow peaked on September 3rd, Livermore started a process that would see him sell $450 million of shares short inside a four-week period. Two weeks later the market began falling. Here is the life and remarkable investment career of an investor who took $382 pages. Myrtle. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $11.95


6945791 COLONEL HENRY THEODORE TITUS: Antebellum Soldier of Fortune and Florida Pioneer. By Antonio Rafael de la Cova. Illus. 336 pages. USCP. Pub. at $44.99 $25.95


9544358 COLONEL HENRY THEODORE TITUS: Soldier of Fortune and Florida Pioneer. By Antonio Rafael de la Cova. Illus. 336 pages. USCP. Pub. at $44.99 $25.95


2800998 MONTANA: The Biography of the State. By Pat Haggerty. This powerful story about a man who was defined by his intense competitiveness, and how this helped him become one of the iconic figures in football history, that is rich in anecdotal detail, insight, and context. A definitive biography on one of the greatest players in NFL history. Photos, some color. 326 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

2911116 SLOBBERKNOCKER: My Life in Wrestling. By Jim Ross. Currently the host of The Ross Report podcast, any fan of wrestling will enthralled with stories from the ring, on the road, and behind the scenes. This is the first time Ross has told his story and you don’t want to miss it! 16 pages of photos, most in color. 332 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

Sports Stars

2911116 SLOBBERKNOCKER: My Life in Wrestling. By Jim Ross. Currently the host of The Ross Report podcast, any fan of wrestling will enthralled with stories from the ring, on the road, and behind the scenes. This is the first time Ross has told his story and you don’t want to miss it! 16 pages of photos, most in color. 332 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

YOU CAN'T MATCH THE SUNSHINE. By D. Maynard M. Shepard. 16 pages of photos. 262 pages. Triumph. Pub. at **$24.95**

PAPRI: My Story. By David Ortiz with M. Holley. 16 pages of color photos. 262 pages. H.M. Pub. at **$28.00**


THE OTHER CUSTERS: Tom, Boston, Nevin, and Maggie in the Shadow of George Armstrong Custer. By Bill Yenne. Most do not realize that three Custer brothers died at Little Bighorn in 1876, and their only sister’s husband and their nephew died there as well. This fascinating family biography traces the upbringing of the family and follows the surviving Nevin and Margaret Custer as they carried the Custer name beyond Little Bighorn. 16 pages of photos. 318 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at **$26.99**

SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL HAPPENED: A Story of Survival and Courage in the Face of Evil. By Yvette Manessis Corporon. At once a very personal memoir and an ambitious account of the untold history of the Greek Jews, Corporon’s story is a story about the courage of the individual, the importance of kindness, and the courage to stand up for what’s right, no matter the cost. Photos. 305 pages. Howard. Paperbound. Pub. at **$16.00**

SISTERS: The Tragic and Glamorous Lives of Jackie and Lee. By S. Kashner & N. Schoenberger. A poignant and evocative account of the two sisters who represented style and class above all else. Drawing on new information and extensive interviews with Lee, this dual biography sheds light on the public and private lives of two extraordinary women who lived through immense tragedy in enormous glamour. 16 pages of photos, some color. 313 pages. Harper. Pub. at **$29.99**

THE LOWELLS OF MASSACHUSETTS: An American Family. By Nina Sankovitch. Settlers in the New World in the 1600s, revolutionaries creating a new nation in the 1700s, merchants and manufacturers building prosperity in the 1800s, and scientists and artists flourishing in the 1900s, the Lowell family was remarkable. Sankovitch tells the story of this fascinating and powerful dynasty here. 16 pages of maps. 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at **$16.00**

THREE RINGLINGS IN MONTANA: Circus Trains to Cattle Ranches. By Lee Rostad. The story of America’s circus dynasty who made their mark in Montana in many ways, from a town named after them to the historic Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey Circus. Rostad tells the Ringlings’ Montana saga, plus tales of the circus’s ups and downs in this absorbing volume. Photos. 160 pages. Riverbank. Paperbound. Pub. at **$15.95**

THE DUAL KNIVES OF PINE RIDGE: A Lakota Odyssey. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. The fascinating and triumphant story of White Bear—Northwest Cheyenne family, the renowned Chief Knife Dull who fought alongside Crazy Horse, escaped in 1878 from forced relocation in Indian Territory and led followers on a desperate six-hundred-mile flight back to their homeland. Photos. 392 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at **$19.95**

THE KENNEDY HEIRS: John, Caroline, and the New Generation—A Legacy of Tragedy and Triumph. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. The author draws back the curtain on the next generation of America’s most famous family. The family’s light and humor, the joy of outside the Kennedy children inherited. Based on hundreds of exclusive firsthand interviews and cultivated over twenty years of research, this is an epic drama of ambition, scandal, pride, and power. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 606 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at **$29.99**

THE OTHER CUSTERS: Tom, Boston, Nevin, and Maggie in the Shadow of George Armstrong Custer. By Bill Yenne. Most do not realize that three Custer brothers died at Little Bighorn in 1876, and their only sister’s husband and their nephew died there as well. This fascinating family biography traces the upbringing of the family and follows the surviving Nevin and Margaret Custer as they carried the Custer name beyond Little Bighorn. 16 pages of photos. 318 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at **$26.99**

THE LOWELLS OF MASSACHUSETTS: An American Family. By Nina Sankovitch. Settlers in the New World in the 1600s, revolutionaries creating a new nation in the 1700s, merchants and manufacturers building prosperity in the 1800s, and scientists and artists flourishing in the 1900s, the Lowell family was remarkable. Sankovitch tells the story of this fascinating and powerful dynasty here. 16 pages of maps. 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at **$16.00**

THE KENNEDY HEIRS: John, Caroline, and the New Generation—A Legacy of Tragedy and Triumph. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. The author draws back the curtain on the next generation of America’s most famous family. The family’s light and humor, the joy of outside the Kennedy children inherited. Based on hundreds of exclusive firsthand interviews and cultivated over twenty years of research, this is an epic drama of ambition, scandal, pride, and power. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 606 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at **$29.99**

THE DUAL KNIVES OF PINE RIDGE: A Lakota Odyssey. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. The fascinating and triumphant story of White Bear—Northwest Cheyenne family, the renowned Chief Knife Dull who fought alongside Crazy Horse, escaped in 1878 from forced relocation in Indian Territory and led followers on a desperate six-hundred-mile flight back to their homeland. Photos. 392 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at **$19.95**

THE KENNEDY HEIRS: John, Caroline, and the New Generation—A Legacy of Tragedy and Triumph. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. The author draws back the curtain on the next generation of America’s most famous family. The family’s light and humor, the joy of outside the Kennedy children inherited. Based on hundreds of exclusive firsthand interviews and cultivated over twenty years of research, this is an epic drama of ambition, scandal, pride, and power. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 606 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at **$29.99**

THE LOWELLS OF MASSACHUSETTS: An American Family. By Nina Sankovitch. Settlers in the New World in the 1600s, revolutionaries creating a new nation in the 1700s, merchants and manufacturers building prosperity in the 1800s, and scientists and artists flourishing in the 1900s, the Lowell family was remarkable. Sankovitch tells the story of this fascinating and powerful dynasty here. 16 pages of maps. 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at **$16.00**

THE DUAL KNIVES OF PINE RIDGE: A Lakota Odyssey. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. The fascinating and triumphant story of White Bear—Northwest Cheyenne family, the renowned Chief Knife Dull who fought alongside Crazy Horse, escaped in 1878 from forced relocation in Indian Territory and led followers on a desperate six-hundred-mile flight back to their homeland. Photos. 392 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at **$19.95**

THE KENNEDY HEIRS: John, Caroline, and the New Generation—A Legacy of Tragedy and Triumph. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. The author draws back the curtain on the next generation of America’s most famous family. The family’s light and humor, the joy of outside the Kennedy children inherited. Based on hundreds of exclusive firsthand interviews and cultivated over twenty years of research, this is an epic drama of ambition, scandal, pride, and power. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 606 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at **$29.99**
**ROYALTY & ROYAL FAMILIES**

2780992 THE WICKED WIT OF QUEEN ELIZABETH II. Compiled by Karen Dolby. This is a delightful celebration of the queen’s humor revealed through her own words on topics from family and travel to pets and hobbies, as well as stories from the royal household. (Shelf) 160 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $6.95

2964066 HARRY & MEGHAN: The Royal Wedding Album. By Halima Sadat. Magnificently illustrating the pomp, pageantry, and excitement of the romance that charmed the world, this stunning volume serves as the perfect keepsake of this memorable, once in a lifetime event. SHOPWORN. 160 pages. Sterling. 9½x11. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

2987774 THE QUEEN AT 90. This stunning, beautifully illustrated volume was published on the occasion of the celebration of Queen Elizabeth as the longest serving British monarch, and on the occasion of her ninetieth birthday. 472 pages. St James’s House. 10x11¾. Pub. at $27.50 $14.95

2903402 THE HOUSE OF BEAUFORT: The Basilard Line That Captured the Crown. By Nathen Armin. This study uncovers the rise of the Beauforts from bastard stock of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, to extensions of their cousin Henry V, celebrated victor of Agincourt, and tracks their chastening fall with the House of Lancaster during the 1460s and 1470s. 328 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 SOLD OUT

2946505 QUEEN VICTORIA’S MATCHMAKING: The Royal Marriages That Shaped Europe. By Ingrid Seward. Queen Victoria was determined to maneuver her grandchildren into marriages with royal houses of Europe. This account is an intimate portrait of a royal family and an examination of the conflicted calculations that governs the Queen around the world. The wedding of Princess Elizabeth and the dazzling naval lieutenant Prince Philip of Greece symbolized a bright new era. In this portrait of their marriage we get a revealing insight into their lives together. The Queen and Prince Philip continue to inspire global devotion to duty and their ongoing respect and love for one another. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 305 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

2987800 AMERICAN PRINCESS: The Love Story of Meghan Markle and Prince Harry. By Leslie Carroll. Carroll provides context for Harry and Meghan’s story by leading readers through centuries of Britain’s rule-breaking royal marriages, and the love matches that were never permitted to make it to the altar, followed by a glimpse into the life of this thoroughly modern woman. 232 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3057600 ROYAL WEDDING: Harry & Meghan Paper Dolls. By Katie Woolley. With these commemorative paper dolls, you can mix and match seven outfits and dress them for every occasion from engagement photos to relaxing at home to red carpet events of the big day itself. Fully illus. in color. Random. 9½x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

2972778 PRINCE OF PLEASURE: The Prince of Wales and the Making of the Regency. By Saul David. George IV, the politically ambitious son of George III, was marked throughout his life by financial ruin and domestic entanglements. Known for this scandalous lifestyle, he was also a man of high intelligence, with a great appreciation for fine art. In this riveting account the author paints a detailed portrait of the Regency period. Illus. 484 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

3704890 NOT IN FRONT OF THE CORGIS: Secrets of Life Behind the Royal Curtains. By Fiona Macdonald. A fascinating, accessible guide to some of the most eventful and momentous royal weddings in history that covers everything from the notorious nuptials of Henry VIII to the achingly romantic recent marriage of Prince William and Kate Middleton. 484 pages. Book House. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

2993085 HARRY & MEGHAN: An Invitation to the Royal Wedding. By Angela Pee. The wedding of Princess Elizabeth and the dashing naval lieutenant Prince Philip of Greece symbolized a bright new era. In this portrait of their marriage we get a revealing insight into their lives together. The Queen and Prince Philip continue to inspire global devotion to duty and their ongoing respect and love for one another. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 144 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

2800896 ANNE OF CLEVES: Henry VIII’s Unwanted Wife. By Sarah-Beth Watkins. She was not regarded to be a queen yet out of the many possible choices, she was the bride Henry VIII chose as his fourth wife. Yet from their first meeting the king decided he liked her not and sought an immediate divorce. This is the story of Anne’s marriage to Henry, Illus. 161 pages. Chronos. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

2970295 FIXER & FIGHTER: The Life of Hubert de Burgh, Earl of Kent, 1170-1243. By Brian Harwood. Hubert de Burgh rose to become one of the most powerful men in England. He loyally served first King John and then Henry III and played a crucial role in saving the Plantagenet dynasty when it was at its most vulnerable. At last, this remarkable figure gets a full-length biography in these pages. 16 pages of illus. 158 pages. Book House. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

2841037 MY HUSBAND AND I: The Inside Story of the Royal Marriage. By Ingrid Seward. The wedding of Princess Elizabeth and the dashing naval lieutenant Prince Philip of Greece symbolized a bright new era. In this portrait of their marriage we get a revealing insight into their lives together. The Queen and Prince Philip continue to inspire global devotion to duty and their ongoing respect and love for one another. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 305 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

6843839 ROYAL WEDDINGS: A Very Peculiar History. By Fiona Macdonald. A fascinating, accessible guide to some of the most eventful and momentous royal weddings in history that covers everything from the notorious nuptials of Henry VIII to the achingly romantic recent marriage of Prince William and Kate Middleton. 484 pages. Book House. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

2809472 QUEEN VICTORIA’S BIRTHDAY. By Penny Junor. Published in celebration of the queen’s Humor revealed through her own words on topics from family and travel to pets and hobbies, as well as stories from the royal household. (Shelf) 160 pages. Schiffer. 11½x8¼. Pub. at $35.00 $14.95

4561486 PRINCE HARRY: Brother, Soldier, Son. By Penny Junor. Published in celebration of his thirtieth birthday, this is the story behind the tabloids. Written with the help of many of the most important people in his life, this is the first authoritative biography of this most delightful, charismatic–and dangerous–of the Queen’s grandchildren. 16 pages of color photos. 357 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95

2827778 GREAT BRITAIN’S REAL TOMB: A Guide to the Lives and Burial Places of British Monarchs. By Michael Thomas Barry. An essential and concise reference guide to the final resting places of the monarchs of England. Learn the true-life stories of the monarchs of England, from the warrior kings of the Dark Ages to modern day, and visit the various burial sites where they can be found today. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 11½x8¼. Pub. at $35.00 $14.95

6662501 THE FINAL CURTSEY: A Royal Memoir by the Queen’s Cousin. By Margaret Rhodes. Prince Charles is the son of the Queen and cousin to Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother and cousin to Queen Elizabeth and Princess Margaret–gives us a unique glimpse into the private world of the Royal Family through her fascinating memoirs. 16 pages of color photos. 195 pages. Bittman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
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3725863 I HAD TO SURVIVE: How a Plane Crash in the Andes Inspired My Calling to Save Lives. By R. Cañas & F. Verci. On October 13, 1972, a Uruguayan Air Force plane carrying members of the Old Christians rugby team—crashed into the Andes mountains. Roberto Cañas played a key role in safeguarding his fellow survivors, developing a camaraderie with a companion amidst the hostile mountain range for help. 16 pages of photos. $3.95

2935944 THE UNWANTED: A Memoir of Childhood. By Kien Nguyen. This haunting memoir chronicles Nguyen’s early years in South Vietnam, depicting how he and his family, a mixed-race family thrust into poverty at the dawn of a new political regime—grew up an outsider in his native land and treated as a pariah, until he escaped to America in 1985. 343 pages. Back Bay Books. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

6866441 THEY LEFT US EVERYTHING: A Memoir. By Plum Johnson. It’s the moment every adult child dreads: losing a parent, name, forget his language and abandon his religion had taken away all the Jews. He has to change his identity. 310 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

2983581 CHILD OF THE HOLocaust: A Jewish Child in Christian Disguise. By Jack Kuper. Jankele Kuperblum was just years old when he returned home and found his family gone. The Germans had come to his town in rural Poland and had taken away all the Jews. He has to change his name, forget his language and abandon his religion in order to survive. For four years Jack wanders alone, occupied Poland. 244 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

5953468 THE PIGEON TUNNEL: Stories from My Life. By John le Carre. From his years in British Intelligence during the Cold War to a career as a novelist, this is the true story of a U.S. Marine, the stray dog he rescued from an abandoned battlefield, and how they saved each other. It’s a story that reminds us how love and perseverance can Transform our lives. Color photos. 217 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95


2949334 NORTH OF HOPE: A Daughter’s Arctic Journey. By Shannon Hufferman Polson. One year after her parents were killed by a grizzly bear in Alaska, Polson embarks on a quest for healing as she retraces her parents’ final days along an Arctic river. 255 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

6001006 90 CHURCH: Inside America’s Notorious First Narcotics Squad. By Dean Unkefer. Agent Dean Unkefer was a naive kid with nothing—of justice and fair play when he joined the Federal Bureau of Narcotics. But all that quickly changed when he got thrown into the lion’s den of 90 Church where there were few rules, almost no oversight, and the agents were often more vicious than the criminals they chased. 424 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00. $3.95

2858053 REMEMBER US: My Journey from the Shetland Through the Holocaust. By M. Small & V. Shymen. From work camps to the partisans of the Nowogrodek forests, from the Mauenhauen concentration camp to life as a displaced person in Italy, and from fighting the Egyptian army in a tiny Israeli kibbutz in 1948 to starting a new life in New York, this work tells the real life story of 91-year-old Holocaust survivor, Martin Small. 328 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99. $6.95

2993430 LETTERS TO A YOUNG CHEF. By Daniel Boulud. For more than thirty years, Boulud has thriled New York City diners with his innovative approach to French cuisine—mentoring some of the city’s most vicious predators of the sky, the goshawk. But after her father’s sudden death, she found that the bird’s fierce and feral temperament mirrored her own. To cope with her loss, Macdonald took on the challenge of teaching and training a deadly bird that would test her humanity and change her life. 300 pages. Grove. Pub. at $26.00. $9.50

2864940 RACING BACK TO VIETNAM: A Journey in War and Peace. By John Pendergrass. Follows Pendergrass’s year in combat and his return to Vietnam, revisiting a country that, for him, is bound up in history, memory and emotion. A memoir of war as seen from the skies and a reflection on life’s high adventure. 244 pages. Hatherleigh. Pub. at $22.00. $6.95

3704553 THEY CALLED US ENEMY. By George Takei et al. In a stunning graphic memoir, Takei revisits his haunting childhood in American concentration camps, as one of 120,000 Japanese-Americans imprisoned by the U.S. government during World War II. Experience the forces that shaped the author in this gripping tale of courage, loyalty, and love. Fully Illus. 208 pages. Top Shelf. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

2995322 AMERICA 51. By Corey Taylor. Expertly balancing humor, outrage, and disbelief, Taylor examines the rotting core of America, evaluating everything from politics and race relations to modern family dynamics, millenniums, and “man buns.” No element of what constitutes America—safe from his advent and schadenfreude—is left unexplored. 239 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $26.00. $9.50

2972719 H IS FOR HAWK. By Helen Macdonald. Despite her experience as a falconer, Macdonald had never been tempted to hunt one of the most vicious predators of the sky, the goshawk. But after her father’s sudden death, she found that the bird’s fierce and feral temperament mirrored her own. To cope with her loss, Macdonald took on the challenge of teaching and training a deadly bird that would test her humanity and change her life. 300 pages. Grove. Pub. at $26.00. $9.50

2988927 THE RELUCTANT PSYCHIC: A Memoir. By Suzan Saxman with F. Finin. Being a psychic and seeing things that others couldn’t bring joy, loneliness, and sadness to Saxman’s life. Here she tells the story of her journey and tries to make sense of her mother’s own personal buried secrets that were never acknowledged. 314 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

2859053 REMEMBER US: My Journey from the Shetland Through the Holocaust. By M. Small & V. Shymen. From work camps to the partisans of the Nowogrodek forests, from the Mauenhauen concentration camp to life as a displaced person in Italy, and from fighting the Egyptian army in a tiny Israeli kibbutz in 1948 to starting a new life in New York, this work tells the real life story of 91-year-old Holocaust survivor, Martin Small. 328 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99. $6.95

2892588 A DOG CALLED HOPE: A Wounded Warrior and the Service Dog Who Saved Him. By J. Morgan & D. Lewis. After multiple surgeries, unhealed chronic pain and setbacks, wounded warrior Jason Morgan’s wife left him with three things: his dog, his faith, and his love for life. This is the true story of Napal, the black Labrador who would found light—Napal—the black Labrador who would change his life forever. Here is the intensely moving and uplifting story of Morgan and Napal’s companionship. Color photos. 324 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95
6816142 A DOG CALLED HOPE: A Wounded Warrior and the Service Dog Who Saved Him. By J. Morgan & D. Lewis. After multiple surgeries for unbearable pain and setbacks, wounded warrior Jason Morgan’s wife left him with three young sons. At this very low point, Morgan found light. Nalp, the black Labrador who would change his life, is the intensely moving and uplifting story of Morgan and Nalp’s companionship. SHOPWORN. Color photos. 324 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00.

$6.95

2893133 LANDWHALE: On Turning Insults into Nicknames, Why Body Image Is Hard, and How to Keep Your Ass My Ass. By Jelisa. For anyone who grew up as a fat kid, who traveled while fat, or who has simply lived in a fat body, this title is a truthful and powerful account of the unforgiving ways our culture treats fatness, and how to live a bigger, brighter future. 253 pages. Seal. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95


2966239 THE PRESIDENT WILL SEE YOU NOW: My Stories and Lessons from Ronald Reagan’s Final Years. By Peggy Grande. Ronald Reagan’s longtime executive assistant shares behind the scenes stories and insights from the later years of one of America’s most beloved presidents. Grande reveals what day to day life was like in Reagan’s California office and shows how Ronald Reagan always remained true to his core beliefs, and his unyielding hope for his country. Color photos. 261 pages. Hachette. Trade. Pub. at $19.99. $12.95


$6.95


299545X THE HOPE CIRCUIT: A Psychologist’s Journey from Helplessness to Optimism. By Martin E.P. Seligman. One of the most influential living psychologists looks at the history of his discipline, and paints a much brighter future for everyone. You will walk away from this guide not just educated but deeply enriched. Photos. 432 pages. PublicAffairs. Trade. Pub. at $32.00. $9.95

3006476 ANYTHING BUT A WASTED LIFE: A Memoir. By Sita. Kaylin. The author lets us in on her life as a stripper. Sita’s stories take shape through an often altered, occasionally sarcastic, sometimes illegal and frequently funny magnifying glass she holds up to not just the sex industry, but also to human needs and desires, modern relationships, media, and political independence. Softcover. Pub. at $19.99. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

282387X THE SHIFT: One Nurse, Twelve Hours, Four Patients’ Lives. By Theresa Brown. Experience all the life that happens in just one day on a busy teaching hospital’s cancer ward. In the space of a single shift, you can lose a patient during treatment decisions made, and dreams fulfilled or irrevocably stolen. Get an unprecedented view into the individual struggles as well as the larger truths about modern medicine in this country. 256 pages. Algonquin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95.

$4.95

3714780 FROM BROKEN GLASS: My Story of Finding Hope in Hitler’s Death Camps to Inspire a New Generation. By Steve Wilkos. From the survivor of ten Nazi concentration camps who went on to create the New England Holocaust Memorial, an inspiring memoir in the face of despair. The story of how one man survived the Holocaust, inspired a new generation to help forge a more compassionate world. Photos. 266 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

2996804 MOCKINGBIRD SONGS: My Friendship with Harper Lee. By Wayne Flynt. This is a heartfelt and perceptive correspondence between Wayne Flynt and Harper Lee that lasted for a quarter of a century, until her death in 2016. It offers an incisive and compelling look into the mind, heart, and work of one of the most admired authors in modern history. 315 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

1864319 MY STORY. By Elizabeth Smart with C. Stewart. For the first time, ten years after her abduction from her Salt Lake City bedroom, Elizabeth Smart explains how she survived, and reveals the secret to forging a new life in the wake of a brutal crime. Book Club Edition. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Orig. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95

★ 6986005 DRINKING FROM THE TROUGH: A Veterinarian’s Memoir. By Mary Carlson. A suburban Chicago girl, Carlson didn’t plan to become a veterinarian, let alone the caretaker of many cats, two huskies, and horses–some with manners, some without. Along the way, there was war, murder, murder attempts, and enduring love, illness, and death, and the discovery that life with animals is worth living! 271 pages. She Writes Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

3725969 FOUR ME, A LIFE. By A.A. Gill. A two-word memoir of the author’s alcoholic, seen through the lens of the memories that remain, and transformative moments in art, food, religion, and family that saved him from a lifelong addiction and early death. A haunting account of addiction, and its exhilarating, transformative, and destructive force. 268 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $26.00. $3.95

2860643 THE LAMBS: My Father, a Farm, and the Gift of a Flock of Sheep. By Carole George. George’s touching memoir explores the bonds between a father, a daughter, and their sheep. The story of how one man saved the Karakul lambs. Throughout her time with the lambs and her aging father, the author comes to realize the spiritual bond between man and animals. Color photos. 267 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $7.95

6942598 SETTLE FOR MORE. By Megyn Kelly. Megyn goes behind the scenes of the stories and storms that landed her in the anchor chair of the most successful news broadcast in cable news. Through her unique blend of hard work, humor, and authenticity, she has won fans across the political divide. Color photos. 344 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99.

★ 291588X SON OF HARPO SPEAKS! By Bill Marx. In this warmhearted memoir, Bill Marx shares what it was like growing up as the son of a legendary father, Harpo. Illus. 317 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99.

$3.95

2995417 DIGGING UP MOTHER: A Love Story. By Doug Stanhope. Follows Doug’s absurd, chaotic, and often obscene love life as it intersects with that of his best friend, biggest fan, and love of his life–his mother. And it all starts with her death–one of the most memorable and amazing farewells you will ever witness. 16 pages of photos. 300 pages. Noon. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $3.95

2945266 FRANK & CHARLI: Woodstock, True Love, and the Sixties. By Frank Yandolino. In the 1960s, Yandolino rode the hippie counterculture movement. He befriended Salvador Dalí, hung out with the VIPs of the Greenwich Village art scene, and was kidnapped by festival security in Paris, and watched secret Hells Angels initiation ceremonies. This memoir is an account of his life. Color photos. 330 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95

6816304 GOOD FRIENDS, BAD TIMES. By David Hugh Bunnell. A compelling mix of personal memoir and recent American Indian history. Bunnell takes us on a 280-mile round-trip from his Nebraska hometown to the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota. There he reconnects with his lifelong friend and blood brother, Vernell White Thunder, who shares fascinating truths of the Cheyenne people. Color photos. 271 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95
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2787768 CONTEMPT: A Memoir of the Clinton Investigation. 212 pages. By Julie Barton. LARGEST EDITION. Haunted by troubling childhood memories, Barton has spent over a quarter-century as a volunteer way station for the unwanted and the left-behind. 266 pages. Crown. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

8867073 MY PATIENTS AND OTHER ANIMALS: A Veterinarian’s Stories of Love, Loss, and Hope. By Suzy Fincham-Gray. A beautifully written and moving story of Fincham-Gray’s selfless work and her passion for both science and the animals she cares for. She describes the satisfaction of diagnosing and treating diseases and inevitably raises questions about their end of life. It will send you running to the nearest shelter to adopt a pet. 270 pages. Photos. 240 pages. ECW Press. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

2992242 TEARS OF BATTLE: An Animal Rights Memoir. By Brigitte Bardot. Brigitte Bardot has evolved from an international film icon to an iconic crusader for animal rights. In this poignant memoir she reveals herself as never before through her reflections about nature, herself as a superstar, and the passion that has driven her away from the glimmer of her famous fame toward the humble calling of serving others. 297 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


5757095 GIFTED HANDS: The Ben Carson Story. By Cecil Murphey. Dr. Ben Carson is known around the world for breakthroughs in neurosurgery. Filled with fascinating case histories, this account of his inspiring odyssey from his upbringing in a suburban Detroit to his position as director of pediatric neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions at age 33 makes him a role model for anyone attempting the seemingly impossible. Photos. 240 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

4635345 GIFTED HANDS: The Ben Carson Story. By Cecil Murphey. Dr. Ben Carson is known around the world for breakthroughs in neurosurgery. Filled with fascinating case histories, this account of his inspiring odyssey from his upbringing in a suburban Detroit to his position as director of pediatric neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions at age 33 makes him a role model for anyone attempting the seemingly impossible. Photos. 240 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6868496 IN PAIN: A Bioethicist’s Personal Struggle with Opioids. By Travis Reidler. A bioethicist’s personal memoir on opioid dependence and withdrawal, and a clarion call to challenge the status quo of health care and medicine itself. This account reveals the lack of crucial resources and structures to responsibly manage pain and the contributions people can make to deserve in care. 297 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

29969734 FINAL FIRE. By Michael Mitchell. Nearly a half century ago, Mitchell abandoned a safe and secure academic career to become a “cowboy” with a camera and a keyboard. His search for adventure took him through the Americas, across Europe, and to the Far East. This is one man’s prescription for how to live in a bizarre and never boring world. Illus. in color. 424 pages. ECW Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

2994240 THE SUN DOES SHINE: How I Found Life, Freedom, and Justice. By Anthony Ray Hinton with Kathy Willis Miller. A powerful and inspiring work by an author who spent thirty years on death row for a crime he didn’t commit. Destined to be a classic memoir of wrongful imprisonment and freedom won. Hinton’s story tells his dramatic thirty year journey and shows how he can change an entire community. 327 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

2994011 SMALL FRY. By Lisa Brennan-Jobs. Born on a farm and named in a field by her parents, author Chrisann Brennan and Apple co-founder Steve Jobs, the daughter of Jobs’s childhood unfolded in a rapidly changing Silicon Valley. This title is part portrait of a complex family and part love letter to California in the seventies and eighties. 381 pages. Grove. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

2989976 SEND FORTH THE HEALING SUN. By Tony Bartelme. The incredible and inspiring story of one man’s pioneering effort to change our approach to aid and medical training, a movement that is making a difference around the world. 362 pages. Collins. Paperbound. $4.95

2974495 DOG MEDICINE: How My Dog Saved Me from Myself. By Julie Barton. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Haunted by troubling childhood memories, Barton has spent over a quarter-century as a volunteer way station for the unwanted and the left-behind. 266 pages. Crown. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

6800351 DOG MEDICINE: How My Dog Saved Me from Myself. By Julie Barton. Haunted by troubling childhood memories, Barton had sunk into a suicidal depression at the age of 22. But the day she adopted a Golden Retriever puppy, she started on her road to recovery. Here she captures the anguish of depression, the beauty of forgiveness, and the astonishing ways animals can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 327 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

2837159 My Life to Live: How I Became the Queen of Soaps When Men Ruled the Airwaves. By Agnes Nixon. A memoir filled with as much drama as the soaps she penned, Nixon shares her journey from Nashville to New York City, as she overcomes the loss of her fiancé in World War II, a father intent on crushing her writing dreams, and the jealousy of her male colleagues on her way to becoming one of the most successful names in television. Color photos. 266 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 $16.99

6942504 MIRROR TOUCH: Notes from a Doctor Who Can Feel Forgiveness, and the astonishing ways animals can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 327 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $35.95 $5.95

5734371 GHOST BOY: The Miraculous Escape of a Misdiagnosed Boy Trapped Inside His Own Body. By Martin Pistorius with M.L. Davies. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This title is part portrait of a complex family and part love letter to California in the seventies and eighties. 381 pages. Grove. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

2826925 My Life to Live: How I Became the Queen of Soaps When Men Ruled the Airwaves. By Agnes Nixon. A memoir filled with as much drama as the soaps she penned, Nixon shares her journey from Nashville to New York City, as she overcomes the loss of her fiancé in World War II, a father intent on crushing her writing dreams, and the jealousy of her male colleagues on her way to becoming one of the most successful names in television. Color photos. 266 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00

283619X THIRTY YEARS A DETECTIVE. By Allan Pinkerton. The fascinating recollections of Allan Pinkerton of the Pinkerton Detective Agency, first published in 1884, and reprinted in 1975, are again available filled with inaccuracies and exaggerations, this remains one of the most valuable of Pinkerton’s works, as much for its depiction of the criminal culture of the author’s times as for its biographical value. 621 pages. Patterson Smith. Pub. at $7.95
**2853892 LONDON JOURNAL.** By James Boswell. Boswell's London diary, written over the span of a nine month sojourn in 1762 London from his native Edinburgh, disappeared for 150 years, finally turning up in the 1920s as the literary find of the twentieth century. Bawdy, witty, and brimming with fascinating details, Boswell writes frankly of his struggles with depression and his sexual obsessions. 263 pages. Dover. Paperback. $5.95
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